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Brown announced the appointments
Tuesday before a delegation of black
leaders from the Louisville area who
came to Frankfort to lay a wreath at
the Capitol steps in honor of King, the
slain civil rights leader
Wilson replaces David Bland.
McAnulty succeeds Raymond Kottak,
who becomes deputy justice secretary.
Jack Smith resigned as secretary
months ago.
Brown told the delegation that the
state's correction system is one of the
most critical areas that needs attention
In state government.
He recommended an aggressive
program of prison industries, both to
offset the costs of the prison system and
to use the energies and talents of in-
mates.
The governor said that correctional
M lfrra
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Delay Action On Other Petition
Planners Deny
Rezoning Request
The Murray Planning Commission
denied one rezoning petition and
delayed action on another following two
public hearings at its Tuesday night
meeting.
A petition to rezone Mrs. Hattie
Bailey's property at 525 South 4th St.
from 8-4, limited business, to 8-2, high-
way business, was unanimously
rejected by the commission. Mrs.
Bailey, the petitioner, was not present
at the hearing.
A letter from the pastor and mem-
bers of the Wayman Chapel AME
Church opposing the rezoning proposal
was read by Connie Caudill, The church
Ls located adjacent to the 4th Street
location. Other opposition was voiced
by 12: P. Cogdell, who owns the property
at 708 South 3rd St., behind Mrs.
Bailey's lot. '
The public hearing was closed and
action was delayed until the com-
mission's next meeting on the rezoning
proposal for 24 lots in Northwood
Subdivision.
Wendell Allbritten, the subdivision's
developer, appeared before the com-
mission to request the lots be rezoned
from 8-2, highway business, to R-4,
multiple- or single-family residence. He
stated that the original zonipg
designation he requested was in error
_andskijdbechanged. .
The commission heard oppOsitia-Tti
the prdfrOsal from John Randolph, who
owns property south of the subdivision.
Randolph, who is building a house on
his land, asked the commission to limit
the rezoning of the six lots across from
his property, which are included in the




Demolition experts from the Ken-
tucky Department of Alcohol, Tobacco
and Firearms were expected to arrive
in Murray today to dispose of 81/2 sticks
of old, unstable dynamite found
Monday at the Fitts Block and Ready
Mix, Inc., according to Jackie Cooper,
Murray fire chief.
Cooper said the dynamite is
scheduled to be burned at the Murray
City Landfill this afternoon.
The dynamite, found Monday by Fitts
personnel during an office cleanup, had
changed color and crystalized, Cooper
said. He said those conditions indicate
the dynamite is in very unstable con-
dition.
Members of the Murray Fire
Department stored the dynamite in a





ritArrr:FORT; Ky. (AP) - Standing
in front of the Capitol, Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. Marked the birthday of
Martin Luther King by appointing the
first black cabinet member in Ken-
tucky history-- 
He named William McAnulty Jr., a
32-year-old Jefferson County district
judge and law professor, as justice
secretary.
The governor also named another
black, George W. Wilson, 37, as com-
missioner of the Bureau of Corrections.
The bureau-is' under the Justice
Department.
systems in some other states are
practically self-sustaining because of
the imaginative work programs.
He said Kentucky needs projects with
the goal of rehabilitation rather than
"idle confinement of inmates.'2- ---- -
Brown said he is asking Kottak to
evaluate programs in other states and
make recommendations within 30 days
for improvement in Kentucky.
McAnulty is a member of the Ken-
tucky Crime Commission executive
committee and has been an instructor
at the University of Louisville School of
Law. He is co-author of book on
aW91111.111entS.I A/filled. Xir ctic e• __ix,Tbe Associated Press
campaign pledge to appoint blacks to He has a bachelor's. degre— -Troar'- ng 'squats -fua fe. eXeCilterelf
top leadship positions. Wilson is the Indiana University and a master's and number of Iranian army officers for
state's first black commissioner of a law degree from the University of plotting to overthrow Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini's revolutionary
regime, the usually reliable Kuwait
newspaper Al Rai Al Am reported
today.
In another development, Iran's
Foreign Ministry denied a.regort that
U.N. Secretary-General Klirt
Waldheim would be acceptable as a
negotiator in the hostage crisis, callng
It "an absolute lie," according to
Tehran radio in a broadcast monitored
in London.
Quoting unidentified diplomatic
sources, the Kuwait paper published in
the Persian Gulf oil sheikdom said all
the officers involved in the coup plot
had been arrested and were executed
secretly to avoid adverse publicity for
the revolutionary regime.
No confirmation of the report was
available, and sources in Tehran, the
Iranian capital, said 'they had heard
Louisville. He and his wife have one
child.
Wilson, a native of Paris, had been a
director in the Kentucky State
University School of Public Affairs and
a deputy commissioner in the Bureau of
Corrections.
He also held posts over the past
decade in institutions for female and
juvenile offenders. He lives in Frank-
fort and has two children.
Brown, introduced by Sen. Georgia
Powell Davis, D-Louisville, said it was
fitting "to stand on these Capitol steps
where Dr. King walked more than a
decade ago.
Then he made his announcement in
which he called a "recommitment of
Martin Luther King Day."
The corrections bureau has 1,300






SPEAKERS — Forrest Burchard (top photo), a Graves County farmer and
agribusinessman, and Hamp Brooks (bottom photo), a Graves County voca-
tional agriculture teacher, were primary speakers at Monday night's American
Agriculture Movement meeting. Several topics of interest to farmers were





The manufacture and use of gasohol
was one of the main topics of discussion
at Monday night's American
Agriculture Movement (AM) meeting
at the Calloway County Courthouse.
In addressing the estimated 70 far-
mers in attendance from five west
Kentucky counties and several areas in
south and central Illinois, Forrest
Burchard, a Graves County farmer and
agribusinessman, said he felt the use of
gasohol, a mixture of 90 percent
unleaded gasoline and 10 percent grain
alcohol, was a good idea. but the
national government should have taken
action on it three years ago when the
idea was first introduced.
In a following discussion, the
majority of the farmers felt gasohol
had been snubbed by "big businesses
and oil companies" since it could
decrease its profits.
Burchard said gasohol can improve a
car's performance, cost less and emit
less pollution into the air.
Bob Kemp, a Calloway County far-
mer, said the AAM will hold a
nationwide motorcade to Washington,
D.C. in February as part of an AAM
rally there. He said the entire motor-
cade will be powered by gasohol.
The motorcade is due to arrive in
Washington Feb. 16 and times and
places to begin the motorcade locally
will be announced at a later date, Kemp
added.
The Washington rally was planned by
officials of the movement.
Much of the discussion was given to
the possibility of farmers constructing
and running their own gasohol plants.
The farmers indicated they feel if they
could produce gasohol, use it and report
its results, national government of-
ficials may be quicker lend support.
On another topic, Hemp Brooks, a
vocational-agriculture teacher in
Graves County, told the farmers he had
compiled statistics that revealed the
costs of seeds and different fertilizers
were up from previous years along with
interest rates and taxes. He- also
estimated various crop yields to show
farmers' profits were very snail.
Brooks added his study did not cover
houses, barns and storage areas. The
farmers in attendance commended
Brooks for his study.
Ceincerning President Jimmy Car-
ter's recent grain embargo against the
Soviet Union, Brooks said, in his
opinion, he (Carter) had only one card
to play and he played it."
Brooks said several yield prices have
decreased since the embargo. But a
result would be to sell the grain to
underdeveloped nations who would use
the grain themselves instead of selling
It to the Soviets for a profit, Brooks
said.
Burchard, an unsuccessful candidate
for the Democratic nomination for state
senator against incumbent Richard
Weisenberger in the May 1979 primary,
also discussed parody, or equal trade
for farmers.
"100 percent parody could be a great
inflation fighter," Burchard said. He
explained that if farmers and all farm-
related businesses were able to receive
more money for their goods and ser-
vices, they would spend more, aiding
the economy.
Burchard added he also felt 100
percent parody could help reduce
unemployment and balance the budget.
Some farmers felt a bill stating that
farmers could work all but a certain
percentage of the land should be passed
to help achieve 100 percent parody.
The AAM was started in early 1977 by
a group of Colorado and Kansas far-
mers protesting low prices they were
receiving for their farm products. A
renewed interest in the movement was
prompted by Carter's grain embargo.
A meeting concerning gasohol has
been iscbeduled tor 7 p.m. Tuesday.
Jan. 29, at the Graves County Cour-
thouse. Another general AAM meeting
will be held at 7 p.m. Thursday, Jan. 31,
in Calloway County. Location of the
meeting will be determined at a later
date.
Newspaper Reports Executions Of Several
Officers Plotting To Overthrow Khomeini
nothing about such a plot. Mansour Farhang, stating Waldheim
The- -Fep-Orf--Skicr "pi& —*AV was no* iitceptable ta-the 70 year-old
discovered accidentally when some of religious leader of the Iranian
the Iranian regime's revolutionary revolutionary regime.
guards stopped and searched the car of Neither Waldheim nor Farhang was
one of the officers at a roadblock, immediately available for confirmation
The paper said the plotters were all of the report. In Washington, a
medium-ranking army officers who spokesrnan for the U.S. State Depart-
planned to seize control of Tehran, the ment said: "We are unaware of any
Iranian capital, and then lay siege to such communication."
the holy city of Qom, Khoemini's
headquarters 100 miles to the south.
The plotters expected other Op-
ponents of Khomeini and supporters of
the deposed shah to join them after they
launched their coup, the report said.
An ABC NeNirs report, now denied in
Tehran, said that Khomeini was willing
to accept Waldheim as an intermediary
with the United States even though he
refused to receive him in Iran earlier
this month.
Quoting U.N. sources in New York,
ABC News reported Tuesday night that
the Iranian Foreign Ministry sent a
message to its U.N. ambassador,
To Questions Concerning Region
Program Looking For Answers
What are the needs of our region?
How can we best utilize our resources to
meet these needs?
These are the basic questions to be
answered in a program under way in
the Purchase Al ea. This program,
called "Regional Strategies," is being
conducted by the Purchase Area
Development District (PADD).
The ADD provides planning and
technical services to Ballard,
Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton, Graves,
Hickman, Marshall and McCracken
counties.
A grant from a number of federal
agencies that have funds for both
planning development and for putting
thost plans into action is making the
-new program" peasibleribe Kentucky
Pepartment for Local Government ts
administering the grapt and is working
jointly with the Purchase ADD and the
other 14 districts in the state
Using data, existing plans and citizen
input, the major needs of each region
will be identified, and a plan on how
best to meet those needs will be
prepared. The plan will also include the
role of the ADD and local government
in reaching the identified goals.
Pleas that have alread-i bccr.
developed by the ADD will be one
resource. These will be reviewed to see
what problems they identified, what
programs have been completed and
what still needs to be done.
Data on population trends, income,
employment, the financial situation of
the area as a whole and particularly
local governments will provide another
base for decision making.
Also, a primary resource will be
citizen input. A special committee has
been formed to adt a liaison between
each county and the ADD in assembling
information and ..re"nmmending
decisions to the ADD board. This board
is made up of local officials and private
citizens from each county.
Members of the regional strategies
committee in the Purchase ADD are
Ballard County, Tom Juett; Calloway
County, Billy Balentine; Carlisle
County, James Payne; Fulton County.
Jim Martin; Graves County, Ned Ross.
Hickman County, Margaret car:whet]
Marshall County, George Ed Colburn,
and McCracken County, Louis Igert 111
Once the needs have been established
by using all plans, data and citizen
Input, special actions or "strategies
that the ADD staff will develop to meet
these needs wW be prepared. The ADD
staff will develop these strategies with
direction from the board and the
special committee. Each strategy will
state the basic objective that the ADD
is trying to meet and will lay out a step-
by-step plan for accomplishing that..
objective.
ADD actions will include: obtaining
funds for actually building some
project that is needed In the region.
Identifying and recommending changes
needed in state and federal laws that
will make it easier to meet regional
needs; encouraging and helping im-
plement special practices by local
business or government that will im-
prove the district. The strategies can be
anything that sensibly works _towerd





to be completed by
wishing to present ideas are
asked to contact any member of the
Regional Strategies Committee, any
local official, or Sam Smith in the ADD, Moinfar also denied a report from the
who is serving as coordinator for the Tehran correspondent of Platt's
program. The mailing address, is: Oilgram News that Iranian oil exports
Purchase Area Development District, have been cut from an estimated 2.3
P.O. Box S88, Mayfield, Ky. 42066. million barrels daily in late December
The Regional Strategies Plan will be to between 900,000 and a million
discussed at the Purchase Area currently because of slow spot-mutat
Development District board of three- sales.
tor's meeting at 7 p.m. Monday, Jan. 21, Following up its order expelling all
at the PADD office, Highway 45 North, American journalists, the Iranian
Mayfield. government gave them until Friday
midnight •to leave the country butThe public is invited to attend.
The U.N. Security Council sent
Waldheim to Tehran two weeks ago to
try to secure the release of the 50 or so
Americans held hostage by militant
students in the U.S. Ottbassy since
Nov. 4. He cut short his visit after
Khomeini and the students refused to
see him but his proposal for a U.N.
commission to investigate the
allegations of the revolutionary regime
against Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi
did find favor with Foreign Minister
Sadegh Ghotbzadeh.
Ghotbzadeh earlier this week said
creation of this commission offered the
only prospect for release of the
hostages. But he added they would not
be freed until the shah was returned to
Iran for trial.
Meanwhile, the Iranian government
opened a counter-offensive to combat
the U.S. government's efforts to get its
allies to join in economic reprisals
against Iran.
Oil Minister All Akbar Moinfar said
Iran would stop selling oil to any nation
that took economic sanctions against it,
and Kyodo, the Japanese news service,
said he called in Japanese Ambassador
Tsutoinu 'Nada for a spacial ware' ̂ g
Kyodo said Moinfar also told the am-
bassador the Japanese should resume
construction immediately of a $29,
bWion petrochemical complex on the
Persian Gulf that they stopped building
because of the hostage-taking.
barred them from sending any news
patches out atter. irnii0.4,7ht Tay...
The revolutionary regime in ordering
the expulsion of the approVmately 100
American reporters accused them of
biased reporting. It said the 200 other
foreign correspondents could stay for
the time being because they could look _
at Iran "in a more fair way" since the
hostages were not their countrymen.
Abolghassem Sadegh, director of the
foreign press section at the National
Guidance Ministry, said as a result of
the expulsion of the Americans, the
students holding the U.S. Embassy and
the hostages "might be more relaxed
and the hostages might be more
relaxed in turn."
"I think it will be good for Iran, the
United States and the hostages," he
said, explaining that the move could
"lower the temperature...(and) might

















Cloudy with occasional light
rain tonight and Thursday and
mild temperatures continuing.
Low tonight mid 40s High
Thursday upper 40s to low 50s.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls for
rain on Friday, with mild con-
tions Embank), end -8unaay.
Highs through the period will be
in the 50s, with lows ranging from
the mid 30s to mid i0a.
?the Per I. op,
-
PA I




Wedding plans have been Lour), MCI iiphis. Tenn.
completed for the Jan. 19th The groom-elect's father
- ceremony uniting Miss Nancy George Richard Stanford, Sr.,
Diuguid atia Richard Stan, will serve as his son's best
ford; both of Memphis, Tenn. man. Ushers will be his
Miss Diuguid is the daughter brother, Alan Stanford, and
of Mrs. James Diuguid of Chuck Scheutte, both of
Murray and the late. Mr. Memphis, Tenn.. and Dr.
Diuguid. The groom-elect's David McKee of Richmond,
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Va. Candles will be lit by the
George RichardStanford,Sr. groom-elect's younger
IreVr-tor- aiter-77-15rotherlfrffaernan off. -
Mischke, Jr.. will officiate at
F—the double ring ceremony at Following-thwedding the
the Hale Chapel of the First bride-elect's family will host a
United Methodist Church, reception in the social hall of
•Murray, at 2 p.ni. the church. *
A program of nuptial music • Serving the guests will be
will he presented- by Mrs. Mrs. B. D. Hall, aunt of the
Richard Farrell, organist and bride-elect, Mrs. James
Dr. David McKee, soloist. ' Lassiter, Mrs. M. C. Garrott
The matron of honor will-be-and Mrs. Jack Belote.
Mrs. David McKee of Rich- Friends and relatives are
' mond, Va., and the maid of invited to both the wedding
honor will be Miss Conielyn and the receptipn.
Mr. & Mrs. White Are
Married For-50 Years
Mr. and Mrs. Elwood White 'of Hazel Route 2 recently
celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary. They were mar-
ried on Dec. 26,1929, at Paris, Tenn., with Ellen Grogan, Mrs.
White's sister, and F. C. Prince as their attendants.
Both Mr. and Mrs. White are members of the Green Plains
Church of Christ. Mrs. White is the daughter of the late Irvan
Grogan and Zetta Andrews Grogan. Mr. White is the son of
the late Sam White and Betty Smith White,
They are the parents of one son, Buddy L. White of Hazel
Route 2, and one daughter, Mrs. David (Ann) Thompson of
Murray. Their seven grandsons are Sammy; Jeffrey, Brian
- and Joel White, and Tony, Kerry and Trent Thompson.
No formal celebration for the event was held, but Mr. and
--Mrs. White were special guests of their children.for the
day noon buffet at Dakota Feed & Grain. Preceding the meal
the entire family attended worship services at the University
Church of Christ.
• Others attending in addition to the previously named fami-
ly members were their daughter-in-law, Mary White, their
son-in-law, David Thompson, and Mrs. White's niece, Wanda
Erwin and her husband, Rob Erwin.
tonite's movies








M., Eft  tif
• Hall, daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Larry Hall of Mayfield, and
John Holloway, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Holloway of Murray.
was solemnized in a ceremony




of the 'bride, officiated at the
double ring ceremony per-
formed by candlelight. The
vows were exchanged before




Each of the parents' pews
was marked with a four
branchail candelabrum
covered with magnolia ant
boxwood, and the grand-
parents' pews were marked
with blue and burgundy satin
bows. The Windows of the
church were decorated with
arrangements of greenery and
candles.
Mrs. Ned Wilson, organist,
preAnted a -program Of
nuptial music -before the
ceremony. The candles were
lighted by Webster Hall II,
brother of the bride, and Scott
Wells of Paducah.
Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted by her
father and given in marriage
by her parents, wore an
original gown fashioned of
white silk organza over bridal
satin. The off the shoulder
neckline was enhanced by
gathered silk. organza cen-
tered by a burgundy rose
which matched those' in her
bouquet. The full skirt was
finished by a deep ruffle which
flowed into a chapel length
-- -train in the back.- Distributed-
about the ruffle were eight silk
organza bows centered by
burgundy silk roses.
Her cathedral length veil of
silk illusion was attached to a
headpiece of alencon lace. She
carried a crescent bouquet of
burgundy roses, pink
sweetheart roses, blue daisies, the groom, wore a formal
and lily of the valley. She gown of dusty pink jerky with
chose a diamond pendant a.s an open collar neckline,
her only jewelry. buttons Own the-front. and a
Mrs. Oscar Fussenegger HI self belt at the waistline.
of Louisville was the matron Both mothers wore corsages
Mr. and Mrs..),
bride's bouquet.
The men attendants along
with the father of the bride
wore grey strollers and
stripped french ties with white
wing collared shirts and
matching vests. Carnations
were used as their bouton-
nieres.
Miss Barbara Anderson
presided at the guest register
placed in the vestibule of the
church. The table was
overlaid • with a cloth_ edged
with eyelet lace: '
For her daughter's wedding,
Mfg:- Hall "C"hii-sé. to, wear a -
formal gown of peach silesta
knit which had a v neckline
and was shirred from the
shoulders down and gathered
in a jeweled clasp at the
empire waistline.
Mrs. Holloway, mother of
at honor.. The bridesmaids of white orchids.
were Miss Beth Caldwell of Mrs. Carl Rhodes, Mrs.
Paducah and Miss Sarah Kirk Webb Hall, Mrs. Fred Rhodes.
of Benton. Mrs. Bernard Seyer, and Mrs.
--The---attettdants- ----wore—Robert 140111'w, y grand_
identical formal gowns of mothers and great aunt of the
burgundy jersey with ruffled bride and groom, were
scooped necklines and deep presented with white car-
ruffles to finish the a-line nation corsages.









Diuguid-Stanford Solemnized At Church
The wedding of Miss Glenna
7:20,9:30 rimil
ROBERT REDFOF:- of pink roses tied with
Immediately folloWing theburgundy satin ribbons.
Kevin.
 Rudd et spria fi-ski, ceremony 'the bride's parents
were hOst.S fir a reeeption heldMo., served as best man for
in the church hall.his coiisin. Groomsmen ore_ 
Scott Wells of Paduah and
Michael Holloway, brother of Hints To—
the-groom. 
.,
The groom was attired in a
grey cutaway with' dark trim
on .the lapels, stripped ascot
with white wing collared shirt,
and matching vest. His
boutonniere was a burgundy





When your baby is just learning to walk, he'll need
more than just his feet. That's why Stride Rite has
Progression Fitting.- From the Firstie through
the Intermediate and Advanced Walkers,
we have the right shoe—one that will
give proper support and protection





8trideRite • The right choi;e for growingfeet:•
ChiWreirs $hoes
Sough Side Shopping Caws, 753-4-In
followaY
Misses Holly Hicks,
bara Anderson, Patti Adams,
and Sharon Boyd served as
hostesses. They were also
presented corsages of white
carnations.
The bride's table was
caered with a white linen
cloth 'centered by an
arrangement of silk flowers in
colors matching the bride's
bouquet and flanked by a pair
of silver candelabra. The
three tiered wedding cake was
fri.stixi with multicolored
flouers and topped with fresh
floUer's. - - • • -
The bride and groom
toasted each other with silver
goblets. Silver serving dishes
u ere used.
Rice bags made of white net
kind tied with burgundy satin-
ribbons were arranged . in
crystal bowls and distributed
to the gests by Miss Kellie
-Woodward and Miss Tammle
In an.
.. For her going away 
_ 
'en-
the bride chose to
ear a brown velvet skirt and
p tan silk blouse, accented
'wit matching accessories.
After a wedding trip to
Nashville, Tenn., the new Mr. 
and Mrs. Holloway are now at
home in Murray.
Rehearsal Dinner
The groom's parents, Mr.
and-Mrs. Bill Holloway, were
hosts for the rehearsal dinner
held at the Holidly Inn;
Mayfield.
Bar-
Places were set for 21
guests.
KEEL ROY
Mr. and Mrs. Donnie Ray
Keel- of. Murray- Route -3- are
the parents of a baby boy,
Derek Raye, weighing eight
pounds nine ounces,
measuring 21 inches, born on
Saturday, Jan. 5 at 8:17 a.m.
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
They have one daughter,
Holly Dunce, 2. The father is
employed • at Fisher Price
Toys, and the mother is on
leave -from the Health and
Beauty Aids Department at
Uncle Jeff's.
Grandparents are Kenneth
Keel of Murray Route 3, Mrs.
Joyce Stalls of Vidor, Texas,
and Mr.  and Mrs. Odell Hieks
of Murray 'Route 3. Great
grandparents are Mrs. Ethel
Keel of Lynn Grove, Mr. and
Mrs. J. B. Dublin of Vidor,
Texas, and Mr. and Mrs.
Hayden Bogard of Dexter
Ronte I. Great great grand-
parents are Mr. and Mrs.
Novel Ed Wiggins of Lynn:.
ville.
'FAIN GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Fain of
Murray Route 2 are the
'parents of a baby girt, Candice
Lynn, weighing seven pounds
seven ounces, measuring 20
inches, born on Tuesday, Jan.
8 at 9:05 a.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
They have one son, Marc, 4.
The father is employed at
Pennwalt -.Chemical, Calvert
City, and the mother is on
leave from the library at
Murray State University.--
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Prentice Dunn, Murray,
and Mr. and Mrs. Dan Fain,
Lynn •(;rove. Great grand-
parents are Mr. and Mrs.
Elmo Fain, Lynn Grove.
WILSON GIRL
Mr. and MI:S. William G.
Jr... of Seminary
Village, Louisville, are- the
parents of a baby girl, Jen-
nifer Kathryn., weighing seven
pounds 14 ounces, measuring
21 inches, born on Thunsday.
Jan 10. at_ the Baptist East
Hospital, Louisville. "
The father is student at the
Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary. The mother is the
former Kathy Rogers.
Grandparents are the Rev.
and Mrs. William G. Wilson of
Brentwood, Tenn.. and Mr.




Mrs. Louise Theobald of
Murray has been a patient at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
NOW AT HOME
Edward 0. Housden of
now at home
after having been a patient at
Loutdss Hospital, Paducah. 
Protect Hair During Winter Months
COLD WEATHER often
brings with it dry air that can
parch hair. In fact, laboratory
tests show that dry hair
contains only about half as




Helen Cole will be ho,stess
for the meeting of the Penn)
Hometnakers Club to be held
Monday, Jan. 21, at 1 p.m. at
her home.
All members and interested
persons are invited to attend,
Mrs. Cole said. •
The club held its December
potluck luncheon at the home
oof Ruth Parker. Also present






The home of Sue Adams-on
Sunnylane will be the scene of
the meeting of the Suburban
Homemakers Club to be held
Tuesday, Jan. 22, at 7 p.m.
Mrs. Adams urges all
members and interested-
persons to attend. ..
The club held its December
potluck dinner at the home of
Robert and Rachel Hendon on
Waldrop Drive.
_Also.atteaciing were Holmes
and Site Dunn, Harry, and
Anna -Bell Russell, Leon and -
Sue Adams, lenith and Pat
Rogers, Learon and Lou
McGary, Jack and Wilma'
Wilson, Clyde and Rosanna
Miller, members, and Chester
and Toopte Thomas, guests.
A few simple precautions
will help hair stay healthy,
shiny and "well nourished" all
winter long. .
Moist air from a_hurnidifier
will benefit hair as well as
skin.
A good protein conditioner is
a "must" during dry weather.
It will replenish lost oils, and
minimize static fly-aways. If
hair is very dry and brittle,
use a moisturizing conditioner
on a regularbasis.-
Hair follicles are fed
through blood yeasels. in the
scalp, so hair will get a health
• 'boost" from a scalp massage
that stimultes blood -flow:
Bend from the wifist and,
massage the scalp with balls
of fingers for several minutes.
Repeat every day.
The drying effects of-ablinit--
dryer's high heat and airflow
can be minimized by clicking
on an attachment that dries
hair with gentle, warm air.
Outdoors, keep hair covered
in cold or windy weather. Cold
temperatures can freeze
hair's moisturizing system, _
making hair brittle.aud easily
broken. And, cold wind dries
hair just as it "chaps" the
skin.
• Be sure- to keep scarves,









Split ends, often associated
with dry hair, cannot be
mended. The only way to get
rid of them is 1b have hair
trimmed frequently, eVery six
weeks or so. •
Wedding Vows Will
Be Read On Feb. 14
.Vtiss Cindy Lee Williams
and John Patrick l'utchaconis
Mrs. Eula Mae Wilkerson of Almo Route 1 announces the
engagement and approaching 'marriage of her youngest .
daughter, Cindy Lee Williams, to John Patrick Putchaconis,
Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. John Putchaconis, Sr.-, of Fayet-
teville, N. C.
Miss Williams is presently serving in the United States Ar-
my as a Specialist Four and is stationed at Fort Monmouth,
N. J. She is a 1977 graduate of Calloway County High School
and the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Rose of
Hazel Route 2.
Mr. Putchaconis is also serving in the United States-Army
as an Operation& Sergeant stationed at HHC, XVIII Airborne
Corps, Fort Bragg, N. C. He is a 1973 graduate of Douglas
Byrd High School in Fayetteville, N. C.
The weddink will be an event of Thursday, Feb. 14, at 6
p.m. at the First Christian Church, Murray. A reception will
follow immediately in the church library.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend. Only out of
town invitations will be sent.
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Light one little candle in the
ilarknoss, and you can see the
(lifference.:In our turmoil over
the Ainerican• hostages in
Iraii, and our anxiety oxer the
HUSSIall invasion of
Afghanistan; we are searching
for some answers.
- Dr. -Farouk num- is very
much like the one little candle
in the darkness. He has a
tremendous insight into the
crisis. He grew up in Bagdad,
so that does give him a head
start.
Dr. Urnar, professor of
-Murray. _
State University, spoke to a
small group _ of interested
citizens at Fitt Christian
Church last week. He was able
to pin point Russia's ambitiai
to push toward a warm water
seaport, thus her invasion of
Agfhanistan. She tried it in
Turkey and Greece and failed.
He also spoke of Iran's desire
for publicity to air its
grievances against the Shah,
including the looting of the
country-4., resources _b_y the
Shah and his family.
Murray is thousands of
miles away from the Middle
and Near East, but we are
very much affected by all that
happens there. Dr. Umar is
kind enough to give of himself
and his time to be of service in
this community in a way that
he can help the most-an at-
tempt to bring about an un-
'derstanding of the culture and
the inti-matti- thoughts of.
people so different from us.
Many, many thanks.
The Atlas Van Lines
International Cook Book
crossed iny• path one day last
week. It contains favorite
recipes f mill World Leaders.
As the Super Bowl is set for
this Sunday. it seems very
appropriate that Terry
Bradshaw should appear
within the pages of the cook
book. Terry is the fearless





2 cups chopped okra
—two-thirds cup chopped
celery
two-thirds cup green pepper
1 cup fresh crab meat .
2 tsp. salt -






'4 tsp. red pepper sauce
Melt shortening, add flour
and brown. Add okra and
saute _until it ceases to .rope.
Add onion, celery, garlic, and
green pepper. Simmer about
10 minutes. Add shrimp and
crab meat and simmer until
shrimp turns pink, Or about 15
minutes. Add hot water and
seasonings. Bring to a boil.
Turn fire low and let simmer
about 112 hours. Serve over
rice.
Note: one (6 oz.) package
frozen Alaska King crab
thawed and drained, may‘i3t.
substituted. ,
+++-
Betty (Mrs. Don) McCord is
feeling fine this week, but last
-El.' t_D E L.D LILL, LLY .L.Lfrf
  RoffieratrArthiay




their shop. ,For all
types of precision
hair cuts call 753-
8909.
‘.•
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.






week she scared her family,
when out of the blue, a blood
clot hit her. All's well that
ends well, and we're happy to
report that Betty is on the
mend.
+ + +
January is the month for
women to give thought to
some program of exercise.
For the best results, if a
person has had to pay money
to be led, directed or
programmed, she will
probably stick to the exercises
in a more faithful way. Don't
forget the best exercise of all-





Evelyn Phillips opened her
home for the meeting of the
Baptist Young Women of the
Poplar Spring Baptist Church
held on Monday, Jan. 7, at 7
p.m.
The program was conducted
by Pam Cherry. Lucretia
Thompson presided with
Carla Taylor reading the
prayer calendar and scrip-
ture. •
Reports were given by Fran
Garrison, secretary, and
Evelyn Phillips, treasurer.
Mary Bynum and Lucretia
Thompson led in prayers.
Martha Hale was elected as
publicity chairman.
Other members present
were Wanda Morgan, Freida
Adams, Rita Gray, Dorothy
Stubblefield, Carol Kelly,
Linda Thompson, Sonia
Houston, and Lahrea Stewart.
The next meeting. will be
Monday, Feb. -4, at 7 p.m. at




. NEW YORK (AP) -
Suzanne Somers didn't do
nude layouts 10 years ago to
publicize herself, "she was
trying, to survive," her
manager, Jay Bernstein, has
told People magazine.
According to the magazine,
the photo offers came when,,
Miss Somers, then a'
struggling model, was
divorced and her young son
was injured in an auto ac-
cident, running up hospital
bills of 620,000.
Photos • from a 1970 test for
Playboy magazine were
print& Mb -month. Ifrthe
resulting flap,. Ace Hardware
-paitek.
Somers $200,000 a year, said it
was dropping her as a pit-
chwoman. Ace has since
changed .its mind about the
star of ABC's "Three's
Company."
"I've tried so hard to be a
good person," Miss Somers
said, "but now they're
bringing up things out of
context in my life. It makes
me want to cry."
Wedsesday. Jan. 16
Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta
Aappa is scheduled to met at 7
p.m. at the home of Joanna
Sykes.
First United Methodist
Church Men will hold its first
meeting of 1900 at 6:3 p.m.
Christian Men's Fellowship
of First Christian Church will
meet at 6 p.m. for a dinner
meeting.
Second day of exhibit in T-
shirt design by David England
will be from 6 to 8 p.m. in
Mason Hall Gallery, Hart
Hall, Murray State. Univer-
sity. This is free and open to
the public.
Thursday, Jan. 17
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star is
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
at the lodge hall.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi is scheduled
to meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Ellis Community Center.
Film and panel discussion
for the first annual Martin
Luther King, Jr., Celebration,
sponsored by the Murray:.
Calloway County Ministerial
Association, will be at 7 p.m.
at the Calloway Public
Library.
Jackson Purchase Section of
the American Society for
Quality Control will have a
dinner meeting at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord, Murray,
at 6 p.m. with Don Jones,
Murray attorney, to speak on
"Product Liability."
Business and Professional
Women's Club will meet at
6:30 p.m. at the Triangle
Restaurant witti Judy Grogan,
RN, Marshall County Mental
Health Center, as „guest
speaker. '
General public information
meeting on the YMCA will be
held at 7 a.m, at the Holiday
Inn with Pinky Parker from
the Regional YMCA at
Atlanta, Ga., as special guest.
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. at
the lodge hall, North 16th
Street.
Home Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 2 p.m. at the club
house with Jim Cooper of the
Mayfield office of Social
Security asspeaker—
Third day of exhibit in T-
Shirt Design by David
England will be from 6 to 8
p.m. at Mason- Hall Gallery,
Hart Hall; Murray State
University. This is free and
open to the public. 
This is the last day to enroll
first-heitc-iiag-otimestec-.
classes for credit at Murray
State University. Classes
must be attended on this date.
Faculty recital featuring
Ray Conklin, tr..Nibone, ar01
Marie Tayl.e.Wpiano, will
beheld in Recital Hall,
Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University, at 8:15 p.m.
This is free and open to the
public.











will meet Thursday, Jan. 17,
at 6:30 p.m. at the Triangle.
Restaurant.
Special guest speaker will
be Judy Grogan of Murray, a
registered nurse working with
the Mental Health Center at
Benton.
All members are urged to
attend, , a club spokesman
said.
That's right—our great fall and winter shoes
are half price, along with beautiful bags
and accessories. To top it off, we've got one
section of shoes at just .ten dollars!
Come in while this great sale






•;.,...t.t aith Debbie Settle at 7
p
N1..r.'s Stag ,Night will be
held at the Murray •Country
Club with Ted Billington,
Stuart Poston, Charles
144 ,,t,,n, and Gene McCut-
ht'tit, in charge of
drianeements.
Seruor Citizens groups will
n,eet as follows: Hazel at
Haiti ('enter and Murray at
Ellis Center, both at 10 a.m.,
and Nutrition Program for the
Elderly at Douglas Center at
12 noon.
Saturday, Jan. 19
Scottish Rite from Mem- 
Square and rounding
-.phis,..Teiti4,,. *Au .prestget _we ___ dancing will be held at 7:30
Friday, Jan. 18
Senior Citizens Greenhouse
committee will meet at 1 p.m.
'at -St. John's Episcopal-
Chnrch. All interested persons
art invited to attend as spring
prujeets will be discussed.
Twin Lakers Good Sam
Recreational Vehicle Chapter
of 'est 1A—Ciff-Iti uc y will meet at
6.30 p.m. at the Community
room of the North Branch of
Peoples Bank with Jack and
Betty Wagar in charge of
arrangements. Note the
Friday date.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
the Hazel Community Center
with lunch served at 11:45
a in.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
sill be held and call 753-0929
by 9 a.m. for morning shop-
ping and by 11:30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping.
NOtrition .Program for the
Elderly will be held with lunch
served at 12 noon.
. .Murray High School Tigers
will play the Calloway County
High School Lakers in a
basketball game at 6:30 p.m.
at the Murray State
University Sports Arena.
Saturday, Jan. 19
Opera, "Rigoletto" by Verdi
will be broadcast over WKMS-
FM Radio, Murray State




Supper will be served at 6 p.m.
and all Master Masons are
invited.
Chapter M of PEO
Sisterhood will have a 12 noon
luncheon at the home of Mrs.
John E. O'Brien, Allen Dale
Drive, Murray, with Mrs.
James Parker as chaitnian of
the observance of Founders
Day.
Murray State basketball
wieatur-e the Lady Racers
-irt46 wen. and.the Men
Racers at .7:30 both
against Middle , Tennessee
State UnixersRy, at the MSU
s.Sport. Arena 
Farewell luncheon for Dean
Donald B. Hunter will be held
at the Student Center, Murray
State University, at 12 noon.
For reservations call 762-3817
by Friday noon.
Saturday, Jan 19 •
11C-arth-tr-W61:1211#1/play, -Rose On The Altar" at World Hall.Cottage  Grove School at 7 p.m.
Murray' Shrine Club will
meet at 6:30 p.m. at the
Triangle Restaurant.
The jewels in a Jewel watch
are usually rubies or
sapphires.
Secreturios:
The Murray Chapter of the
National Secretaric_s'
Association International 4
will meet Monday . Jan 21, at 7
pm:. at the Universit Branch
of the Bank of Murray.
Special guest for the
program will be Carolyn
Reagan who will speak and
give instructions un Yoga Witt
members participating. Thom
attending should dress casual
This is an open meeting am,
any one interested in the NSA
organization is invited h
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Many Styles To Choose
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Pie Shells 9 2ifipkg 59c
Frosty Acres Spears










































Prices 600d Thur. Jan. 17 through Wed. Jan. 23
Your Choice
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Cauliflower 12 size 99C
Washington State























































Downtown Shopping Center HOURS: 7.. m.-9 p. m. Mon.-Sui.
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Business Mirror By John Conniff
Little Cash,
Big Results dibl
NEW YORK AP) — The art of
financial leveraging, or producing big
results with little money, is so com-
monly practiced by individuals today
that we assume there was never any
other way of doing things.
It shows up in the way Americans buy
real estate, in how they pay for life
insurance, in the way they use credit, in
the types of stocks they choose, and
even in the way they direct their
careers.
Business school graduates, for
example, often are aware that the route
to corporate success isn't necessarily in
doing the best job. They know it's at
least 'as important to be credited for a
good job, by making sure he is exposed
to higherups who can credit him for
superior work and reward him with
more jobs in which he can again be
credited with doing a good job.
It is important, the leverager knows,
not to be stuck in any job too long. They
might forget him; worse, they might
discover his failings.
Should he become stalled, the
leverager jumps to another company,
one so impressed by his resume that it
gives hirna a 20 percent raise.
More obvious is the real estate
leverager. An investor who puts $10,000
down on .a $50,000 piece of property,
watches it inflate to $60,000 in a year.
The return is 100 percent.
Professional real estate leveragers
often do much better. They do it by
putting nothing down — by inducing, a
lender to finance the works.
Americans who 25 years ago couldn't
rest until all the bills were paid now find
comfort in knowing that they have bills.
-orcHasfilirieU; '-
debt is "smart." It lets you enjoy things
now, and pay for them in cheaper
dollars.
The attitude is one of the reasons why
the U.S. • savings rate is the lowest for
all the major industrial nations.
Americans are leveraging; as they see
it, they are using their money as "ef-
ficiently" as possible, getting the most
for the least expense.
Life insurance companies know all
about this, having seen policy loans
swell. Viewed from one perspective,
Americans are conservative people
who believe in life insurance. From
another direction they look like
anything but — borrowing back the
pwrs--tash Vallie and using It to in-
vest in chances for a better return, like
real estate
Leveraging is all around, and some
financial people — ironically, the ones
who taught average Americans about
leveraging — are worried.
An economist recently agreed that in
Individual instances it might be
tolerable. But, he asked, when
everyone does it who will be the lender?
That's when leveraging collapses, he
said.
No matter, there are many defenders
of leveraging. Doesn't business do it,
some ask? It certainly does, and
business also makes money with the
money it borrows. Do individuals? Not
always. Not when they leverage a trip
to the tropics or drop it on the horses.
Some claim leveraging is a sign of
superficial values replacing old-
fashioned virtues.
Countering them are those who say
it's about time Americans recognized
how to get the most out of their dollar.
Because they are so involved in it,
Amercans probably do not yet have the
perspective to make a final judgment.
They are too busy leveraging.
Bible Thought
So Cod mated man in his own
image, in the image o! Cod created
He Him, Male and .1.y-rn. 4.e created He
thm. Cenesis 1:2I7
ovet, right to ii rrjnti
obt•Cilt•n, i• 1%, hi: LW., litAt„itim: it
qf ,te %sew brought into











citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I was in the service
during World War II. I understood that
this military time would give me some
credits toward Social Security, but
when I signed up for Social Security last
month, the representative said that
because I had received a discharteltint
was other than "honorable," no ser-
vice-time credits would be added to my
Social Security. What are the types of
discharges that -are considered by
Social Security to be "other than
honorable"? — P.Y.
The Social Security representative
did inform you correctly. The following
types of separations are issued under
dishonorable conditions:
1. A dishonorable discharge;
2. A bad conduct discharge issued
pursuant to a sentence of a general
court martial;
3. A discharge for desertion;
4. In the case of an officer, a
resignation accepted "for the good of
the service";
5. A discharge on the grounds that the
person was a conscientious objector
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who refused to do military duty, to wear
111C-lltlifbrfn dr otherwise—VT -coinpty'
with lawful orders of competent
military authority;
6. A discharge by reason of conviction
by a civil court for treason, sabotage,
espionage, murder, rape, arson,
burglary, robbery, kidnapping, assault
with intent to kill, assault with a
dangerous weapon, or an attempt to
commit any of these crimes.
The Social Security Handbook,
printed by the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, goes on to say
that "A veteran may have more than
one discharge involving separate
periods of active service. The period of
active service to which a discharge
under dishonorable conditions applies
cannot be used for military service
wage credit purposes. However, wage
credits may be granted for any other
period of active service from which a
veteran was released under conditions
other than dishonorable.
"Where an enlisted person received a
'conditional discharge' to accept a
commission with no break in service,
the service is considered as performed
in one period."
HEARTLINE: You may have
already printed this information in your
column. If so, I hope that you will print
It again, as many of us older folks may
have missed it. What are the deduc-
tibles under Part "A" of Medicare for
1980' -- 0.S.
For the first 60 days of
hospitalization, you will have to pay the
.first $180 ($160 in 1979), and your
Medicare will pay the remainder ot all
covered charges.
From the 60th through the 90th day of
hospitalization, you must pay $45 per
day ($40 per day in 1979). For hospital
stays beyond the 90 days ( when your
lifetime reserve is in effect), you will
have to pay $90 per day ($80 per day in
1979).
If you should be lucky enough to
qualify for Medicare coverage in a
skilled nursing facility, from the 21st
through the 100th day, you will have to
pay $72.50 per.day ($20 per day in 1979).
For this and most of the inforinatleii
you will need to know about your
Medicare coverage, we have available
our Iwo guide to Medicare. To order,
send $1.75 to Heartline's Guide to




The Clock Ticks On Olympics
EDITOR'S NOTE: The following
column was written by JOHN BIBB,
sports editor of the Nashville Ten-
nessean.
Lamest of the lame objections to the
possibility of the United States
withdrawing from the Olympics this
summer come from those who say the
Games should be above politics.
Who are these people trying to kid?
Certainly since the 1936 Nazi Games
in Berlin — when Hitler was filling his
concentration camps prior to World
war tr—±—the Olympics have been
nothing short of an exercise in na-
tionalism and politics.
More recently, commercialism and
professionalism have crowded into this
-amateur" event, which at this time
must be considered, too, as a major
foreign policy issue.
The Olympics have degenerated into
a breeding ground for the benefit of
anyone who chooses to promote his or
her outrageous displays of deceit,
political beliefs or views of intense na-
tionalism. The ideal of athletes in inter-
national competition for the glory of
sports and a spirit of brotherhood
among nations of the world is long gone.
For a guy who has never been able to
distinguish the difference between
blocking or charging in basketball, I
feel inadequate when discussing the
specifics of international politics.
Neiertheless, it doesn't take a
political scientists to understand the
Soviet Union is planning to take full ad-
vantage of a jampacked stadium and
international television as recruiting
gimmicks to promote their world-wide
_
I must say, right now, that such an
apparent propaganda ploy obviously
escaped Bruce Jenner. In an effort to nothing more than a ripple on the entire
avoid an acute case of over-reaction, I explosive international scene.
•-•-++++++--eae+-44-+++++++++++++++++++++++++-e-e-•-•-+4444-e-e+++
purposely set aside Jenner's rather
adolescent remarks of last Sunday for a
full week.
I'm afraid what has developed, in-
stead, is an old-fashioned case of slow
burn.
In case you missed it, listen to Jen-
ner's reaction to President Carter's
mention of the possible boycott if
Russia persists in further aggression:
". . . Jimmy Carter Can't even finish a
10-kilometer race. When he can, then he
can start making decisions, about
sports," said Jenner, a fortitetIold
medalist for the U.S. in the Olympic
decathlon.
Really, now, if Jenner's remark
represents the depth of our star
athletes' minds, then, indeed, our
athletic programs in this country have
The truth is, President Carter — or
any person in that office — will face,
and make, more critical decisions
before noon every day than Bruce Jen-
ner will face in a lifetime.
His reasoning is about as sound as
that of a third-string freshman guard
who mouths about not playing because
the coach doesn't like him.
By way of comparison, about the only
gut decision Jenner will face coikern-
ing the grain problem in this country is
whether he will spread bananas 'or
strawberries over that breakfast cereal
he pushes in his television commer-
cials.
That commercial assignment, by the
.way..is a direct result of_4enner's in-
volvement in the political proce—g-we
naively refer toes the Olympics.
'biik-6611---6Y—thi—United- States,
athletes in the Russian Games might be
The Story Of
Calloway County




Secretary of the draft board announced that fathers will domi-
nate the list of 126 inductees called up for January, 1944. On the
home front an important change was effected in the operation of
the Murray Milk Company, when the name was changed to the
Ryan Milk Company. Those interested in the new firm included
F. H. Graham, Mrs. G. B. Scott, Mrs. Ray Treon, George Hart and
John G. Ryan. Further news on the ag front included the announce-
ment that 500 acres of tomatoes would be planted in the year 1945.
On the non-ag front, Guy and Owen BiJlington announced purchas-
ing an interest in the E. C. Jones Insurance Agency,,
Lieut. Thomas Perry Crawford, a native of Murray and the
24 year old son of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Crawford of Bardwell,
Ky., was found dead in bed Dec. 26, 1943, at his camp at North
Bend, Ore., as a result of injuries he received Christmas Eve. The
bomber flyer had completed a tour of 18 months at Pearl Harbor.
Pvt. Preston Norman was killed in action Feb. 3, 1944, in Italy,
according to a terse announcement received by his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. W. A. Norman of Route 2, Murray. Pvt. Norman had
been wounded in action Nov. 4, 1943, however recovered sufficiently
from wounds to return to the front after being decorated for valor,
in combat.
0. J. Jennings, owner and editor of the Murray Ledger for 28
years, died at his residence on Poplar Street March 6, 1944, At the
age of 89 years. His efforts as a newsman reached its greatest
height during the turbulent years of the Tobacco Planters Protective
Association in which he served as secretary and pamphleteer. in addi-
tion, he strenuously labored in sponsorship of the new Calloway
County court house, graveling ,of county roads, and enlargfng the
primary sehool system. ..His orattrical skill, in addition. to his jour-
nalistic ability, often spelled the difference :,,z.o.en acceptance or
rejection of important public issues.
. •
In the. Feb 23, 1944, call-up for selectees for the armed serv-
ices, 125 men reported from CaHoway County. On March 27.
Fourth Monday, 103 departed. To Be Continued
Still, I have a steadfast opinicnHhat
Olympiad XX without U.S. representa-
tion would be about as exciting as the
hidianpolis 500 on a skate board.
The Russians clearly have been look-
ing forward to 1980. Without U. S.
athletes, they'd get hit where we all
know it hurts — right in the hind pocket.
That's worth something.
Beyond all this, how can we stand on
the sidelines and let some major league
bully beat up on a Division III outfit?
How on earth can we legitimize an
athletic association with the Soviets
when we know full well the
Afghanistans are trying to hold off in-
vading Russian tanks with World War I
pop guns?
It's time for one tiny segment of this
great country — our Olympic hopefuls
— to tell the world that until the Rus-
sians clean up their act, we'll do
business with them only when absolute-
ly necessary.
Playing athletic games with them
isn't necessary.
Then there's the other predictable
reaction from those who object to Presi-
dent. Carter's warning that further ag-
gression by the Soviet Union could
result in our withdrawal from the
Olympics.
They are the ones who point out how
hard our athletes have worked prepar-
ing to play against the Russians.
So, what else is new?
The world is full of people — some
righj,... here in our town — who have
dedicated their lives to worthwhile
goals.
- - Offhand, I'd say there_ are untold 
millions of people around the globe who
4..ve_adicated_tlietnaelves to world 
peace. And they'veteeliit-ri
lot longer than three and a half yearS.
Some of those people gave their lives
in pursuit of their dedication to their
goal. So far, at least that I know about,
nobody has swallowed a javelin and
died while trying to go to the Olympics.
Yet at this very moment, the hosts for
the 1980 Olympics are scuttling all those
dreams of peace and brotherhood by
flaunting their military and political
fingers in our faces.
Try telling the parents of those men
and women who have died in this
dedication to world peace that the
Olympics are "above politics and it's
unfair not to go because Junior has
worked so hard the last three years."
Not much depth in that excuse, is
there? We're playing for keeps, now.
Olympic athletes spend their days
fighting against a clock.
Well, there's a big clock running right
now.
President Carter has given the Rus-
sians a way out. He's handed them the
ball. He's told them to knock it off in
Afghanistan. Halt the rape of a
neighbor and we'll tolerate the Soviet
Union's fun and games and be in
Moscow in July.
Until that happens, though, so long.
Let's simply not reward this latest
communistic ruthlessness with our
athleteepresence in the Olympics.
President Carter's game plan may
not be as hard-nosed as our Cuban
missile blockade. The Russians know
they blew that deal Their fumble then
put the world on notice that the United
States isn't falling-for anything so easy
to detect as a screen pass to Fidel.
The big clock is running.
There is still time for the Soviet Union
to hear it tick.
If the Russians can't hear — or don't
care to hear — then let's get on with
suggestions by Vice President Mondale
and our first lady, Mrs. RoSalynn
Carter.
What's wrong with putting together
some Free‘We Gimes, or -wl...;:evei* -
you want to call them? Invite those peo-'
ple whose dedication to world peace
and brotherhood springs from a set of
rules we all know to be tree.




The 24th traffic accident report for
the month of January in the city of
Murray was filed yesterday by in-
vestigating officers of the Murray
Police Department.
Deaths reported include 0. .M
Trotter, 84, and Mrs. Herman Ray.
The milk barn of Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
Frazier was destroyed by fire on Jan. 4
They are now in the process of cleaning
up to rebuild. They milk 15 Jersey cows.
Dr. Wayne A. Lamb, District
Superintendent of the Paris District of
United Methodist Church, will speak
Sunday at the worship services of the
Lynn Grove United Methodist Church.
according to the minister, the Rev.
Dossie Wheatley.
Ray B. Brownfield, vice president of
the Peoples Bank, has been named
chairman of the Calloway County
Savings Bond Committee.
Kirksey, coached by Paul D'Urso,
beat Faxon, coached by McCuiston, and
New Concord, coached by Bobby Allen,
beat Hazel, coached by James Feltner.
to advance to the semi-finals of the
Calloway County Elementary School
Basketball Tournament played at
Jeffrey Gym at Calloway County High
School. High scorers were Tucker for
Kirksey, White for Faxon, Scarbrough
for New Concord, and Bramlett for
Hazel.
20 Years Ago
,Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis said the
Kentucky Inspection Bureau told him
that fire insurance rates of the newly
annexed areas in the city of Murray will
be the same as for the rest of the city,
classified as sixth class.
Deaths reported include Mrs. John
Key, 87, and Joseph Walker Mon-
tgomery, 97.
Elected as directors of the Dees Bank
of Hazel at the meeting held Jan. 12
were J. M. Marshall, Darwin N. White,
Bert Taylor, H. A. Newport, William M.
Erwin, and Ellis R. Paschall.
Bernard Harvey, administrator of
the Murray Hospital, spoke at the
meeting of the Murray Rotary Club
held at the Murray Woman's Club
house. He was introduced by Dr.
Donald Hunter.
Clara Eagle showed slides of her
European trip at the meeting of the
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the
Daughters of the American Revolution
held at the home of Mrs. E. J. Beale.
In high school basketball games
Alin() beat Lynn Grove with Tom Lamb
as high scorer for Alm° and Joe
McCallon for Lynn Grove.
30 Years Ago
The body of Talmadge Burkeen was
found today by searching parties in the
Pine Bluff Area of Kentucky Lake in the
vicinity of about where the bodies of
Robert Healy and Eugene Slocum were
found on Jan. H. They hicd- been
missing since Jan. 1 when they left to go
duck hunting.
Directors of the Dees Bank of Hazel
for 1950 are D. N. White, W. B. Scruggs,
Bert Taylor, Ellis Paschall, H. A.
Newport, J. M. Marshall, and J. G.
Erwin.
Officials said 137 cases of polio were
reported in the 14 counties of West
ke.ntieke duriao'. • ...
The American Legion Auxiliary
entered the new year with the heaviest
advance enrollment in the history,
according to Mrs. Fleetwood Crouch,
membership chairman of the Murray
Unit.
Dr. and Mrs. J. M. Converse are
attending a meeting of the Tri State
Veterinary Association being held at
Memphis, Tenn.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"The Fighting Kentuckian" starring
John Wayne, Vera Ralston, Philip Dorn
and Oliver Hardy.
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Jan. 16, the 16th
day of 1980. There are 350 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
°Oen. 16, 1920, prohibition went into
effect. On the same day, the Senate
voted against joining the League of
Nations.
On this date:
In 1883, Congress passed the bill
creating the civil service.
In 1925, Leon Trotsky was dismissed
from the chairmanship of the Russian
Revolutionary Council.
In 1942, screen star Carole Lombard,-
wife of Clark Gable, was among 22
people who died in a plane crash near
Las Vegas.
In 1944, Gen. Dwight Eisenhower
arrived in London to take command Of
the World War ri allied invasion force.
In 1968, in an economy m, ye, Britain
ended 150 years of military rule in the
Far East.
Ten years ago, Libyan Gen.
Moarnmar Khadafy assumed the post
of premier.
Five years ago, the Commerce
Department said the nation was in its
worst recession since World War II.
One year ago, Shah Mohammad Rezi
Pahlavi secretly fled Iran after a new
civilian government was Approved in
parliament. • •
Toddy's birihilayr-EYnei iflitirmart is
71. Race car driver A:J. Foyt is 45.
Thought for Today: Not life, but a
good life, is to be chiefly valued —
Socrates about 470-399 B.C.
•
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House, Senate Leaders




" FRANKFORT, Ky. 1AP I -
Twenty-eight new legislative
employees have been hired by
House and Senate leaders to
review and analyze legislation
during the 1980 session: at a
-cost to taxpayers of nearly
$1,500 a day.
Spokesmen say the ad-
ditional employees are
necessary because Gov. John
Y. Brown Jr. has pledged not
_the anajvsis ofpr000sals. 
The leadership relied on theprocess except to push for his
own bills.
— Allan Alsip, administrative
assistant to House Speaker
William Kenton_D-Lexington,
said for the first time the
leadership must establish its
own position on bills instead of
waiting to hear from the
governor's office.
"Before we relied heavily on
the administration analysis
and position," Alsip said, "but
as of the beginning of this
General Assembly we're
doing it ourselves."
The House has added 15
legislatii-e analysts and ad-
ministrative assistants- to the
General Assembly payroll at a
total cost of $928 a day, while
the Senate has added 13
employees at a daily cost of
$515 not including ad-
ditional secretarial help hired
for the- leadership of both
chambers.
It is impossible to determine
the total number of days that
the additional employees will
work, but if they are kept on
the payroll for a minimum of
60 days, they, will be paid more
than $86,000.
leadershiti has_
• increased its .share of .em-
ployees ,on the General
Assembly payroll, the total
number of employees has
" decreased in both chambers.
The clerks of both chambers
say the overall daily payroll is
expected to show only. a slight
increase over the 1978 session.
Council Tours Hotel
• LEXINGTON, Ky. i AP) -
Several -members of the
Urban County Council on
Tuesday toured the aban-
doned Phoenix ' Hotel in
downtown Lexington, which
has be'en proposed for
The Senate will have 90
employees this session -
including doorkeepers and
secretaries - as compared
with 104 in 1978, while the
House will have IV as com-
pared with 137 during the 1978
session.
In the past. legislators -
including legislative leaders
- have used Legislative
Research Commission staff to
assist them in researching and
drafting bills and doing fiscal
administration to tell them
which WS to Support. -
In 'the 1978 General
Assembly, for example,
legislative leaders received an
administration position paper
on every bill, and -the ad-
- ministration advised
leadership what .to do with
bills considered significant. —
This year, with Brown's
hands-off pledge, legislative
leaders find themselves in the
position -of 'having to analyze
and take positions on bills for
themselves.
LRC Director Vic Hellard
said that is not an appropriate
role for his staff because of the
partisan nature of the job.
"It is a bi-partisan staff for
138 legislators " With all dif-
ferent shades of philosophy,"
he said. -For us to analyze
legislation puts our in-
terpretation up • against the
interpretation of the-
legislature. ..staff members
should not get in a position of
being at -odds with the
legislature."
The highest-paid extra
employees in the House are
chief counsel Norrie Wake, a
Laing& ',attorney -Who is
being paid $125 per day:
assistant counsel Sidney
Marshall of Lexington, OW:
committee coordinator
Dwight Wells, a former state
representative from Rich-
mond who was defeated for re-
election, $100; Henry Vince of
Lexington, administrative
assistaot to House Majority
Leader Bobby Richardson, D-
- Glasgow, $115; and bill analyst
section head Tom Dorman,
who was . an aide to former
Gov. Jtilian Carroll, $75.
The highest-paid of the new
Senate employees is former
LRC staff member George
renovation as a new city halt-- Reut I ;--whe-will-make_.
However, the council also is $75 per day as chief ad-
considering two other ministrative assistant to
abandoned . downtown Majority Floor, Leader John
structures the Kentucky Berry, D-.New Castle. Other
Central Life Insurance Senate legislative assistants
building and the Stewart's and researchers will earn
department store building. between $30 and $50 a day.
CADET CALVIN FERGUSON, pictured, nephew of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Perrin of Murray, and Cadet Barton
Williams of the United States Military Academy, West Point,
N. Y., were in Murray during their holiday break giving
demonstrations of Scottish bagpipe music at the different
schools. Cadet Ferguson is pipe sergeant and Cadet Williams
is pipe major of the U. S. Military Academy Pipe and Drum
Corps, also known as the Academy Highland Band-They are,
both seniors of the class of 1980 at West Point. Williams, son
of Dr. and Mrs. Robert M. Williams of Jackson, Tem., is
presently a member of Company C, 4th Regiment, and Cadet
Ferguson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ferguson of
Doniphan, Mo., is presently a member of Company D, 3d
Regiment, both of U.S. Corps of Cadets at West Point.
Gasoline Prices Climb
Average Of .Eight
Cents During Last Month
LOUISVILLE, Ky. t AP) - Diesel fuel jumped ,five
Gasoline .prices 'climbed an cetitS to an average of $1.05
average of eight-cents-a- per gallon.
gallon last month in Kentucky. The suryey showed that the
The Louisville Automobile availability of supplies
Club's monthly fuel gauge remained about the same,
survey of service stations with 37 percent of the stations
along Major highways remaining open after 8 p.m.
disclosed that the average Monday through Friday, 66
price per gallon at full service percent open after 6 p.m.
station pumps is now $1.11 for Saturdays, 39 percent operion
regular, $1.16- for premium Sundays and 10 percent
and $1.15 for urilleida-.ting
Self-service prices ranged seven.days a week.
from four to six cents lower, Eight percent of the stations
reported being out of ohe or
more grades of fuel, an in-
crease of four percent over the
previous month.
with the average Price per
gallon at $1.05. for regular,








Right now you can really save
on the great taste of Pillsbury Buttermilk* or
CountriStyle Biscuits. Just buy four of the




1979 Thal PtIlabury Company
riTnRE couF-
Save 12C ;
on four of the 10-biscuit size'
carts of Pillsbury Buttermilk
or Country Style Biscuits.
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Attorney General's Goal Is To
Stop Lawyer Personal Contracts
. By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. I AP) -
The tentative goal of the at-
torney general's office seems
to be to eliminate most state
personal service contracts
with lawyers.
In this connection, all 80
such pacts involving just
under $2 million are being
scritiiiized by that office.
-.Preliminary- -indications
:IR' that by discarding most of
these and channeling routine
advice to agencies throoglrour
office, not only can we saver
money . but maybe rut back on
personnel required," Attorney
General Steve Beshear said
Tuesday.
The administration of Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr. has calle:i
for more savings and ef-
ficiency in awarding personal
service contracts, which are
given without bidding for
professional services.
Much criticism of the pacts
in the past several ad-
ministrations has focused on
the charge many are given to
political favorites.
Beshear did not delve on this
aspect in an interview. He said
the bottom line in looking at
all' la w contracts is whether to
continue them or channel
them through the attorney
iieneral's Ake.'
If the ultimate decision is
to eliminate most contracts,
then well have to be provided
with some additional money
for personnel and expenses,"
he gaid.
Beshear said he hopes a
yott-ean-eat-Wirhai4-the-eettee-y494Gaa-ak-,nk.. Fr one. very
to all agencies.
Yet. Beshear said, it, has
reached-the point where the
135 fulltime attorneys hired
separately by the agencies are
more than double the 55 at-
torneys in his central office.
Beshear said it is possible he
Will seek to obtain direct
jurisdiction over work done by
all state attorneys.
The law now requires that
the governor consult with the
attorney • general on all
(Minnie legal positions in
state government and COP-
tracts, but Beshear said -to
my knowledge, I know of no
procedure that has been
followed in this respect."
However, he added, there
now is an understanding the
governor for all future hirings
and contracts.




consultation with the attorne,
gel tura 's-of f ice before ail
s lawyers are hired, either
fulltinie or by contract.
Beshear said he and Brown
have been discussing the
possibilitY or different ap-
proaches . to the problem,
including consolidation of all
legal services in the attorney
getierark office.
All you can eat, $1.99.
Pass through our breakfast-buffet as many times
as you like And enjoy all the scrambled eggs bacon
country sausage hash browns Not cakes. biscuits and gravy
month or -so, in view of the sensible price Only_S 1 99 every day from 6 to 10
possibility of seeking more
funds diiring the -current
legislative session.
Beshear 'indicated another
of his major concerns is the
growth in" the number of
lawyers in other agencies.
The statute says the at-
torriey general is the chief
ltgal -officer, and he is sup-
posed to dispense legal advice.
SIRLOIN STOCKADE




MATTRESS Ci BOX SPRINGS
We bought a.carload in
last years covers, we saved a bu-ndle and we're
passing the savings on- fo




$19995Price $299.95 - set































































































AP) — An accident in which a
tanker truck loaded with
liqwd ethelene overturned
prompted officials to evacuate
14 residents and close four
businesses on Brandenburg's
north side.
There were no injuries as
the tanker turned over on its
side Tuesday on Kentucky 933
just inside the north city limits
of Brandenburg about 4:40
a.m., according to a Meade
County sheriff's office
spokesman.
Brandenburg and • Meade
County firemen remained on
the scene all day and efforts
were being made late Tuesday
to right the tanker, the
spokesman said.
The spokesman said the
tanker was leaking slightly,
but not enough tircause alarni
to a representative of the state
fire marshal's office and
chemical specialists at the
scene who were summoned
from Joliet, Ill.
The truck belongs to Coastal
Tank Lines of Akron, Ohio, the
/sheriff's spokesman said, and
was leased to a chemical
company in Joliet, Ill, that
was shipping the liquid





FRANKFORT, Ky. r AP) —
State Energy Secretary
William Sturgill has scheduled
a •meeting Monday with of-
ficials froni 17 Kentucky





Sturgill said Tuesday that
he called the meeeting to
determine whether the
companies are interested in
establishing an alcohol fuels
industry in Kentucky.
He said the meeting should
provide information and
guidance for meetings he has
schedulednext week with U.S.'
Energy Department officials
and White House itaff.
- "We think that this is an
area that can be helpful to the
grain_ industry and the entire
farming community in
Kentucky, as well as com-
mence a prograru that is an
alternative for transportation
fuels," Sturgill said in a letter
to the distillery executives.
He said the president's Jan.
11 announcement, that the
government would commit $3
billion to the production of
94sohol from_grain, shows_the
strength of the nation's in-




LEXINGTON, Ky. AP) —
A striking employee at the
Westinghouse Air Brake Co.
told police his life was
threatened while he walked a
Teamsters Union picket line
at the plant.
James C. Belcher, 45, said a
pickup truck nearly struck
him about 1:15 p.m. Monday
$elcher said the driver
brandished a rifle and
threatened to shoot him.
Belcher and 322 other WAR-
CO workers went on strike
when their contract expired at
12:01 a.m. Monday. The
workers, members .of
Teamsters Local 551, voted
down a proposed contract that
had been recommended for




said it 'offered a $1.94 an hour
pay raise spread over three
years and would schedule no





SOMERSET, Ky. (AP) —
The U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban
Development has awarded a
$2.3 million grant to the city of
Somerset.
The fund are to be, used
Over three years for
renovation of. hostiles -111- the.
Rocky. Hollow neighborhood,
according to Mayor Dearl
Whaaker.
The city council applied for
IA f2 million community im-




Starts Tomorrow At 9:00
Open Thurs. & Fri. Nights Till 9:00
Quality home furnishings at unbelievable prices. Save tens to hundredsof dollars on mitt-brill
merchandise. Some one of a kind or discontinues, some slightly damaged. This is only a partial list.
MISC. ITEMS SOFAS CHAIRS
1-Desk and stereo wall unit
pecan finish
1-Desk nostalgic design, an-
tique finish, etched glass and
mirrored panels, brass and
glass hardware 599'
1-3 Pc, wall unit includes desk
section, closed and open units
in driftwood finish with glass 10694doors.
1-Thomasville sofa table, cane
carved design in pecan wood 349'
1 - Stanley oak server roll top
with towel bars
1-Thomasville china, bamboo
carved, antique white china
1 - Dixie Curio, bevel glass,
lighted storage in base 549'
1 - Raspberry red antique hope
chest with tray 349'
1 - 3 pc. Thomasville pecan
table group, bamticicr design 2
ends 1 cocktail 680'
I - Burl & glass 3 shelf sofa
table, with brass trim- 249'
1 - Pine hall tree, mirror,
hangers, umbrella rack base 329's
1-Oak Hall tree, bevel glass,
Keepsake design with hat rack 249's
1-3 Pc. Heckman pecan sofa
table, gold velvet bench, and
bevel mirror 879"
1-Heckman console, inlaid
burl, black and gold pilasters 469's







1-8 Pc. Dark stained pine,
trestle table, 6 ladder back
chairs, china with grille and
glass doors 2299'
1-8 Pc. Bernhardt oriental
design cordovan finish burl
rectangular table, 6 chairs and
lighted china 2295"
1-8 Pc. Antique pine, large
table, 6 slat back chairs and
hutch 1749"
1-8 Pc. Pecan wood, oval
table, 6 cane back chairs,
lighted china 1049"
1-8 Pc. Antique pine, trestle
table, 6 chairs and lighted
china
1-8 Pc. Contemporary design.
Parsons table with parquet
top, 6 cane back chairs and
lighted china
429° 1/2 1-Marimont loose pillow back
nylon, beige and earth tones 699''
1 -Fairfield outline quilted cot-
ton, blue, white and gold bor-
der print 749"
1-Marimont Herculon stripe
multi-color with arm pillows 699"
1-Loose pillow back, navy blue
and beige quilted cotton floral 499'5
1 -Clayton Marcus buttoned
back traditional, ivory rep
fabric 799"
1-Kroehler stripe velvet, blue
brown and ivory 599"
I -Marimont contemporary,
brown, rust and blue floral cot-
ton 699"
1-Marimont loose pillow back,
beige velvet with arm pillows 699"
1-Henredon tradition off white
with buttoned seat cushions 1200'
•
I -Marimont multi-pillow cotton
floral, red, blue and beige 699"
1-Henredon-imported English
printed cotton, slope arms 1250"
1-Kroehler, contemporary,
beige, rust, blue and copper
stripe 599'
1-2 Pc. Early American Fair-
field, rust and brown nylon 7499s
tweed
1-Early American wing back,
brown and gold plaid nylon
1-Modern wide wale corduroy,











back in copper velvet Ea 259"
1-Marimont Queen Ann wing,
turquise velvet 299"
1-Marimont loose pillow back,
beige textured fabric.. 399"
1-Strained Rattan chair, yellow
velvet cushion 199"
2-Fairfield French chairs, cane
and fruitwood, turquoise Ea 1999s
velvet
1 -Conover buttoned back
lounge in peach velvet 399"
2-Fairfield wrap arm, white
Ea 229"and beige weave
2-Fairfield wing chairs, copper,
blue and brown stripe nylon Ed. 79995
1-Fairfield lounge chair, nylon
fabric multi-stripe - 229"
2-Conover wing choirs,
salmon, woven strip rep. Ea 37995
1-Marimont lounge, loose
pillow back flame stitch fabric 299's
1-Fairfield English lounge and
ottoman brick vinyl 349"
2-Fairfield French wing chair in







1-4 Pc. Solid Maple, queen size
poster bed, chest on chest,
twin oval mirrors, dresser and
night stand 2295"
1-4 Pc. Oriental Burl, screen
print panel headboard, twin
dressers and mirrors, door
chest and night stand 1669"
1-4 Pc. Solid Maple Link-Taylor
queen size chair back bed,
with foot, dresser, chest and
night stand 1649"
1-4 Pc. Bernhardt oriental,
cordovan finish, headboard,
double dresser, twin mirrors,
door chest and night stand. 1619"
1 -4 Pc. Bernhardt Con-
temporary bed grouping. 2 ad-
moires, light bridge and
upholstered queen headboard 1399"
1-3 Pc. solid cherry with
poster bed 1399"
1-3 Pc. maple, queen size
poster bed, dresser with hutch
mirror and door chest
1-3 Pc. dark antique pine,
poster bed, hutch mirror on
dresser and chest













1-La-Z-Boy Sleeper loose pillow




nylon plaid in copper, maple
wood trim
1-Jamison Lawson style, beige,
copper and brown stripe
1-Jamison navy, beige and rust
cotton flora, quitted
1 -Jamison wing back nylon
floral velvet. Maple panels,
fabric colors, beige, gold and
rust
1-La-Z-Boy sleeper, nylon
stripe in blue, beige and white
1-Jamison loveseat sleeper,









1 -Jamison corduroy in copper,
loose pillow back, arm pillows 749°'
1-Jamison round arm, beige,






1 -Jamison Lawson style,
green, bronze and brown plaid 499. 34995
FREE
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Be an instant winner!
winner! Play new
1 • Now, one more great
reason to shop Storey's Food
Giant.
There's a new game in town! It's super
easy to play — there's nothing to save, and
lots of chances to win! We call it Super 7
Jackpot. But don't look for it everywhere —
it's only being offered at Storey's Food
Giant stores, like the one in your neigh-
borhood. And it's just one more reason for
you to come in and discover all the special
buys, special services and special offers
waiting for you, just down the street — at
Storey's Food Giant.
Feelin' lucky? Come on in! You could be
an instant winner in our new Super 7 Jack-
pot game!




if you get 3, 4
or 5 Sevens. 3,
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.You'll get a Jack-
pot ticket just like this



































Odds are . . .
you'll love to play!
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Limit 1 Per Family
COUPON




---- Waffle Syrup. —










. Red Wine, Fern.
,--- tryteiren‘11
1
- 51b .68' _ 49 Off slum- 494
Good Only Al Slorey's Good Only At Storey's Good Only At Storey's
'Exp
Good Only At Wee'sExp 1-22-80" Exp. 1-22-80
_
1-22-80 Exp 1 22-80












Be an instant winner!
winner! Play new


















Limit I. Per Family
Cheerios
Cereal -







Storey's $1' 15 or 09
i 2 or 694
Good Only At Storey'Good Only at Sirey's
Exp. 1-22-80
Exp I 22 80 Good Only Al Storey's
Exp 1 22 80
Exp I 22 80































Storey's Super Inflation Fighters
7
• Kraft K raft Kraft Kraft Sunshine















Was $1.39 Reg. $1.26 Was $1.31 Was 74'
Was $1.02
.,
Hi-Dry 15t Off Labe/
25̀  Off Label ' Sunshine
Edon Paper Joy Dove Vanilla
Bathroom Towels Dishwashing Dishwashing
Tissue Jumbo Roll Liquid Liquid
Wafers
4 roll 69 69c122/99c oi.50c
$1
32 oz.
28 12 or. 
Was 84'
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MurraySurvivesCochrum Heroics
FORWARD BOBBY DANIEL (34) fires from the corner in Murray's heart-stopping







0Murray State received another jolt of news this morning
when it was announced that forward Gary Hooker will be •'•-,
lost for at least the next two games, at Western Kentucky ,
Thursday and against Middle Tennessee Saturday.
According to Mvray Sports Information Director Doug
Vance, Hooker suffered a partially detached retina when ..A
• he was struck in the eye in both the Morehead and Sam- " r
Torii games during The pasf werik. .
Hooker was taken to a Memphis hospital by trainer Paul.. r.. . a
1. 
iti . -' -"- _ yieck, =de r viem _ral,„ept,4,26en,Thig _fnonling, 44>r,mat. .,_ify
tach the retina.
"They are hoping he can practice Monday," Vance said-
They are still checking i into the possibility of a protec-
tive device)."
"I had a real emptiness in my stomach for. Kenney
i Hammonds i when I learned he was out for the year," •
Murray coach Ron Greene said. "Gary's-situation 'is
hopefully temporary.
one is replaceable. choice but to
the best we can with two big conference games coming up.
I'm snrelhis team will do just that."
"Neither We have
Made by hand in the pan
It's got a delicious nevi. (rust. It's crisp in the
outside and light on the inside 'cause it•s baked
in the pan. Sicilian style.
A tasty sauce and your favorite toppings
covered virilh 104)'i Mozzarella
cheese makes it even better.
no
Large Sicilian
$2.00 OFF .. Prhan.nPpizi za or Large
1000 OFF
Offer good on regular menu prices
thro thru Jam Mt. One coupon







Poise On Small Court
By DAVID HIBBIITS
Sports Editor
OM of the more prevalent
nightmares which adds gray
hairs to basketball coaches is
that of playing in cramped
gymnasiums where the
acoustics turn mild cheers
into shrills and wreak havoc
with visiting teams.
Coach Cary Miller's Murray
high school team had to play
one of those games last night
at Farmington, pulling out a
genuine tingler, 83-82, as two
shots by Farmington's high
scorer. forward AlanCochran,
went- awry in the final eight
seconds.
"Farmington really wanted
to win this game," Miller said
with sighs of relief in the
somewhat stuffy dressing
room. "They were really
ready emotionally. I'm glad
we escaped.
'It's awful hard to come in
here and Win. They play
everybody strong. I think both
teams played well tonight.
-We need a game like this,
when we can get out and 'go
with the-Siir
If it was not enough that
Farmington , came into the
game with a 12-4 record,
playing in front of the home
crowd turned Cochrun and
guard Don Brittiari into deadly
marksmen from the field.
The two spurred Far-
mington to a first-half 60
percent performance with 13
and nine points, respectively.
- "Their guards are two of the
finest shooting in this region,"
Miller noted.
Nevertheless, Murray was
clinging 'to a 46-45 lead when
the two teams went to the
dressing rooms. Murray
appeared to have gained
control of the game as guards
Howie Crittenden and Todd
Bradshaw led the Tigers or a
20-7 spree for a 40-31 ad-
vantage.
But Cochrun 'brought
Farmington back to a 43-42 
lead before Murray regained
it.
—The tW leams Obole&oft
slightly in the first few
minutes of the third quarter as
Farmington moved out to its
biggest lead at 57-52.
Murray JV's
Lose To Cats
Hut again. Murray ap-
;waved to seize control with its
court press forcing tur-
;overs The Tigers were back
on top at the end of the
tNarter, 65-61, and extended
!ts lead to 67-61.
We never could gain
omplete control of the
:tidier said. "We had a
apse there in the second
quarter when we allowed
then i to cut it from nine.
-The key to the baligame
,a.1J .etting momentum back
'Tii we went to the press. We
treed them to make
mistakes.' 
Once Farmington adjusted
to the Murray press, they
heizan zipping the ball
,iwneourt and scoring on just
two-to-three quick passes. But
Farmington lacked the con-
,istency and poise which
Murray's offense held and
used to work its lead from 75-.
74 to 79-74.
At that point, Murray was in
:ts four-corner offense, hoping
t,.• hold onto its lead at the free
'Lbws line! -* ••
—TT-J. -Mara y center Robin
Rubez is missed the second-of
two free throws, Cochrun
'trove for-a layup on a reverse
spin to cut the margin to 82-80.
ith 32 seconds on the clock.
Guard Todd Bradshaw then
hit the first of his two free
throws and Cochrun got the
ball again. He drove to the
baseline, found himself
trapped again, looked back
and hit a turnaround eight-
toter for a one-point dif-
ference.
Guard ,Howie Crittenden,
Murray's high scorer with 25
points, had a chance to clinch
the win at the line but missed
with 13 seconds left. After a
jump ball and another miss at
the line, by forward Bobby
Daniel, Cochrun attempted his
last-second heroics, missing
on a drive down the lane and
on a desperation followup.
Murray won.lheg.ame on the
boards, outrebounding Far-
mington, 41-20, while • Far- Roberts 6 6-918.
Murray' 44.8.
—iftreciti --sWOM4-- lel:rent ro'Finmatur-lger
13 2-3 28, Colley 4 8-8 16. Rit-s
"If we hadn't had a big edge
in rebounding, we would have
been in trouble," Mille said.
The Murray junior varsit.
lost to Farmington, 41-37,
despite having a distinct
height advantage.
The best the Racers could
muster in individual scorine
was eight points by guard
David McMillan and forward
Ronnie Pace. Pace and center
Stuart Alexander • had six
points apiece for the losers.
"We didn't play. with the
same intensity like we had
been playing," coach David
Gallagher said, "We were- .
ootrebounded by a smaller
club.
"Their press bothered us
The size of the gym had a lot ii
do with it."
Murray's record drops to 2-6
with the loss while Far-
mington goes to 4-6. •
Murray (37) — McMillan 8,
Payne 6, Pace 8, Alexander 4.
Taylor 7, Hooper 2, West 2.
Farmington (41) — Pigg 10.
Riley 2, S. Smith -7, T. Smith
14, Derrington 6, Edward 2.
FBI Checking
ASU Violations
PHOENIX, Ariz. (API -
The Federal Bureau. of
Investigation has told Arizona
State university officials it is .
checkThg alleged criminal
misconduct by various in-
dividuals associated with the
university's 1979 football
program,. the Arizona
Republic said today. ,
The newspaper said AA;.
PrcilidPrt 'John Schwada
confirmed the FBI recently-
told him of the investigation
"as a matter of courtesy". But
Schwircla said he did not know
if what they were looking for
or with' whomthey planned to
talk.
chic Coleman 2 2!-2 6, Randy
Coleman 3 0-1 6, Brittian 9 2-4
20, Smith 0 0-00, Rigg 3 0-0 6. 
Miierray Ledger & Times
mTAKING AIM, Murray forward Nick Swift (51) puts up a soh lumper fro" in
front of the goal during a tense second half at Farmington.
We felt it would be the key to
the ballgame."
21 of those rebounds were on
the offensive end for Murray.
Reserve forward Greg Latto
led the Tigers with 11 while
Roberts had eight and Daniel
'had seven.
"1.atto had his best
ballgame of the year," Miller
said. "He played like he was
capable."
Murray now takes an 8-5
record into Friday night's
game with Calloway County.
Murray 20 26 19 18 83
Farmington 24 21 16 21 82
Murray 183 — Bradshaw 3
9-11 15, Crittenden 10 5-6 25.
lett() 3 2-38., Swift 5 1-2 I 1 , Nip); er_a iter._/Ltiosa11_6•65,_ Jura, baree4_,Alth_the tap_ auDaniel 20-1 4. Hibbard IVT-2", victory over Lamar. "The Skip Dillard's 17-foot jump
DePaul Nearly Falls
From Top Poll Spot
By The Associated Press seriously. Not Lamar, not me,
It took Ray Meyer 37 years not anybody. We need a defeatto get to the top.. and one day so badly. This close game will
to find out how tough it may be not wake us up. I thought weto stay there.' were starting to come around
Never before ranked No.1 in until this game. This club isthe country until this week, trying to kill me. They're
Meyer's DePaul basketball driving me nuts. We knew
team played its first game in Lamar could play ball. They
that capacity Tuesday night gave Kentucky a struggle, and
and certainly didn't look like we didn't deserve to beat
the top-ranked team. them. We should have lost this
Even Meyer said so. game."
We don't deserve to be The Blue Denimons won for
No.1 in the -country," said the 13th time this season, but
only got4tliinl that happened
was the scat Tica 61 it "'-
players at the end Of the game
was 'congratulations.' We did
nothing.
"They don't take anybody
shot with three seconds left.
Wires—gracame aft&
Lamar, with the help of a
DePaul stall, had erased a.
nine-point Blue Demon lead m
the final nine minutes.
ANNOUNCING
NEW MANAGEMENT SALE
Rhodes-Burford Furniture Store of Mayfield has o
new manager, with the retirement of H.C. Din-
widdie, after 44 years of service. Assuming the
responsibilities of manager is William B. Reynolds,
Jr.
Mr. Reynolds has moved here from Paducah where he was
manager of Sleepy Hollow Furniture Store and assistant manager
of McBride Interiors, Inc. In Paducah, he was a member of the Lions
Club, the Kiwanis Club, Elks, Knights of Columbus and the Chamber
of Commerce
January 17-18-19
We will have the GREATEST SALE IN OUR HISTORY!
To clear our floor for new lines and styles of furniture that our newmanager hos ordered and to remove ail odd pieces, discontinued items, andslightly scratched or dented items from our warehouse, our GREATESTASALEwin save you dollars on home furnishings
EVERY ITEM IN OUR STORE HAS BEEN REDUCED
Our name brands include Kroehler, Broyhill, Bassett, Lo-Z-Boy, Burris,Keller, Lees, and Simmons to name a few.
COME IN, meet our new manager, and check out the tremendous savingsin living room, dining room, bedroom, nursery, and den furniture, PLUS car-
peting.and area rugs, oriental rugs, lamps, mirrors, desks, sleep sets, ac-cessories, and much, much morel •
• Special hours for -the sale: 9-6 Thursday and Saturday 941 'friday
Delivery Available
Rhodes-Burford Co.



























SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Neelemi Assecisidea
Al • Gleam




Boston X 11 744
Philadelphis 32 11 744
Washington n 476
New York 22 a XI
New Jersey 18 al
Central Dhaka
Maeda 5 11 911
San A/48•10 21 23 1111
Houston a a 600
Indians 55 444
Cleveland 20 27 XII









Lae Anoka Et 13
Phoenix 21 17
Sea Diego a 33
Portland 24
Golden Stet. 14 31
Ihesdnre Games
Cleveland 129, New York 110
Ueda IX Washington 100
Sin Antonio in. New Jersey 119
Chicago 111, llamas Qty 101
Mints la, Denver 141





Kansas City at Milwaukee
New Jersey at Houston
Matt at Ulab
Los Angeles it Goldin State
Atlanta at San Diego
Thunders Games



































By The Ataeciated Press
Tuesday's Boys Games
Adair Coil. Marion Co
Anderson Co 70, Burgin 61
Bardstown 75, Washington Coil
Barren Co 51, Edmuntion Co 55
Bowling Grata 62, Warren C47
Boyd Co 107, Elliott Co 66
Boyle Co II, Danville 49
Beaten Cu 63, Fleming Coil
Bulhtt C 70, Bards Bethlehem 46
Bourbon Co 73, Bath Co 44
Christian Co 73, Trigg Co 50
Cin. Summit 77, Beechwood 65
Clark Co 72, Estill Co 53
Conner 69, Scott 61
Cov Cathohc 67, Boone Co 59
Coy Holmes 106, Ft Tho Highlands SO
Dayton 58, Alexandria Braggart 30
Fleming Neon 56, Dike Combs 48
Franklin Co 66, Scott Co 51
Hilrabin Cp 73. Grad co
Harrodsburg 71, Casey Co 72
Hopkinsville Si, W Hopkins 72
Holy Family 54, Fairview 52
Jeaaanune Co 72, Mercer Coil kit
LaRue Coal, Breckinridge Co 49
Aare Co 80, Knox Cent??
Lawrence Co 65, Morgan Co 52
Lewis Co 63, U Breckuu-idge 54
Lea Catholic 21, Henry Clay 48
Lincoln Co 72, Madison Cent 58
Lone Jack 60, Cawood 54
Lou Atherton 69, Male 62
Lou Butler 77, Seneca 61
Lou Eastern??, Jeffersontown 64
Lou Stuart 15, Beth Haven 56
Lou Tho Jefferson 59, Durrett 57
M.C. Napier 65, Owsley Co 63
McLean Co 63, Grayson Co 62
Murray 83, Farmington 82
N Hardin 72, Meade Co 51
Newport Cath 58, Erlanger Lloyd 56
Oldfuun Co 89, N Bondi 56
Parts 50, Muion Co 49
Pendletonn Co 69, Maysville 53
Pineville 71, Wiutley Coil
Powell Co 66, Breathitt Co 64
Prestonsburg 71, Johnson Cent 51
Riceland 67, Ironton St. Joe, 0. 57
Kucicastle k, Jackson Co5,3
Rowan Co 56, Moalgomery Cu 44
Russell 93, Sheldon Qart 70
Shelby Co 71, Lou Waggoner 57
Somerset 70, PWaski Co 60
Walton Verona 100, Coy Latin 49
Warren E 96, Tompkinsville 4.
Wolf Co 91, Mende. Co 56
Girls
Allen Co 71, Glasgow 29
Laurel Co 51, Knox Cent X
Lou Assumption 49, Angela Merici 45
Lou Atherton 61, Male 34
Lou Manual 90, Central 24
Ohio Co 58, Butler Co 38
Owensboro 70, Henderson Co 41
Russell 55, Sheldon Clark 45
Sacred Heart 00, Dom 56
Taeaday's College Basketball Seems
EAST
Boston U. 71, Massachusetts Si
CleveLand St. 71, Ridden 99
Columbia 64, Lafayette 61
Orew76, NY. Pot,' MI
Fairleigli Dickinson 52, Monmouth
Col. 50
Howard 97, Morgan St. 64
N.Y. Tech 92, Cheyney St. 61
Rochester 61, Elmira 59
Scion Hall 55, Princeton 43
Yale 64, Army 63
SOUTII
J.C. Smith 78, N.Caro Ceara-79-
SL Augustine's 89, Virginia St. 64
W.Georgia 94, Columbus Col. 77
MIDWEST
DePaul 61, Lamar 59
Marquette V, Maine 77
NE Oklahoma $9, Jahn Brown 66
Notre Dame 70, Villanove 69
SE Missouri 80, Mo.-St. LOUIS 76
SOUTHWI14T
Arkansas 71, Baylor 57
McMurry 86, E. New Mexico 85
Texas 95, Texas Christian 65
Texas A&M 63, Southern Methodist 56
Texas Tech 62, Rice 59, OT
FAR WWI
Loyola, Chicago 66, Air Force 63
Oregon Col, 74, George Fox 73
W.Wastungton 73, Pacific Lutheran 89








• dropped to a dismal 2-11
Tuesday night when they fell-
victim to a strong Marshall
County team, 72-45.
The Lakers took the early
lead, but despite several
Calloway turnovers, the host
Marshalls could not get its
shots to fall.
Marshall County began to
get its game on track midway
through the first period by
reeling off six unanswered
points and taking a 14-6 lead
six minutes into the quarter.
After a Laker timeout,
Marshall County contuined its
scoring•binge, Pumping in six
additional points, and held a
20-8 lead at the end of the first
eight minutes.
Johnson Wants Another Rini
By The Associated Press
"I've become real greedy,"
says Seattle's Dennis Johnson.
"That .(championshipi ring
looks real good On my finger."
Johnson,. who helped the
Supersonics to. the National
Basketball Association title
last-season, wants a ring for
the other hand. •
year, maybe- people will have
-TiiippreciaTe oufleani more,
he said after Seattle's 120-100
rout of the Washington
Bullets. "We don't have a
flamboyant anything. No big
stars. What we try to do is be a
team that goes out every night
and works ... then the rewards
will come at the end."
Johnson's. work was
rewarded Tuesday night. He
scored 34 points while adding
10 aLsists, seven rebounds,
two steals and two blocked
"MP*
shots for the Pacific Division
leaders.
"I get turned on, whoever
l'in playing," said Johnson,
who recalled the Bullets'. 139-
134 - dpuble overtime victory
over the Sonics Jan. 2. "I
guess we had a vendetta




outscoring the Bullets 12-2 to
snap a 29-all tie, and -.never
looked back. Gus Williams
added 19 points for Seattle
while Larry Wright had 20
points and Bob Dandridge 16
for the Bullets.
In the other NBA games,
Cleveland downed New York
129-110, Kansas City bested
Chicago 111-109, San Antonio
nipped New Jersey 123-119,
Phoenix' recorded a 107-99
•
MURRAY GUARD HOWIE CRITTENDEN drives toward
an opening down the middle on his way to a team.
high 25 points.
"You people found deductions
and credits I didn't know






H&R Block preparers'are carefully trained to ask he
right questions. They dig for every honest deduction and
credit. And they want to make sure you pay only the
taxes you owe.
HIM BLOCK
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
903 ARCADIA
Op.. I Weekdols,•-: Set. Pines 723-1104
APPONIIMINIS *1*11*201
triumph over Denver, and Los
Angeles beat Utah 112-99.
Cavaliers 129, Knicks 110
Cleveland got 35 points froni
Mike Mitchell and snapped a
seven-game losing streak by
handing New York its fifth
consecutive loss.
Preparing For Ferragamo




1,0S ANGELES (API - But
for one toss of the ball, they
might be facing Roger
Staubach. Instead, they're
predaring for Vince
Ferragamo - almost an
unknown quantity. And
sometimes that kind of player
can be the most dangerous.
. "Preparing for., him
definitely is a handicap for us
because we don't. really 'know
him," Dennis Winston, the
Pittsburgh Steelers' left
linebacker, said Tuesday as
the Steelers and the Los
Angeles Rams began prac-
ticing for Sunday's Super
Bowl game.
"You can't know all you
need to know About someone
just from watching game
films. You can't get a really
good idea about who he is and 
what he ean do," Winston
said.4'It's an advantage for us
--dereite-corer
against people like the
Houston Oilers or Cleveland
Browns. In games like that we
have very few surprises."
Joe Greene, the Steelers'
defensive tackle on the left
side, agreed that films don't
necessarily tell the whole
story.
"You may see a team's
tendencies and you may get an
idea of their plan, of their
strengths and weaknesses, but
there's a lot more to it than
that," Greene said.
"A lot of times the players
have little idiosyncracies that
can be a telling factor, and
sometimes the only way you
can pick those up is face to
face."
In that respect, the Steelers
have seen precious little of the
25-year-old Ferragamo, who
took over for injured Pat
Haden midway in the 1979
season and guided the Rams
to the National Conference
West title and into the Super
Bowl with playoff victories
over Dallas and Tampa Bay.
In fact, they've seen him in
person for only one play, an 8-
yard pass as a momentary
replacement for banged-up
Haden in Los Angeles' 10-7
victory during the 1978 season.
"They've only seen me in
eight games on film - not that
much - and they don't really
know me from past ex-
periences, so in that regard
maybe they do have some
question as to what I can and
can't do or will or won't do in a
game," Ferragamo said. "So,
sure, that could be 0 benefit to
me and our ballclub.
."But, then again, I haven't
played against them, either.
Just that little, flat pass when
Pat got shoo* tip and came out
and 1 went in and one play
lattr I was out-again."
Not everyone on the
Steelers, of course, is con-




, The Lakers had one bright
Spot in the first quarter in
freshman forward . Jeff
Garrison. Garrison, forced
into the startihg, lineup when
Keith Lovett siffifida broken
nose in practice, turned in 14
points on the night and six of
the Laker eight in the first
period.
After the Marshalls had
increased their lead to 24-8
early in the second period
Calloway came out of a
timeout and went into a full
court press. The press ob-
tained the desired results
when the Marshal's com-
mitted three quick turnovers
and senior center Richard
Smotherman put in six
straight points for the Lakers,
cutting Marshall County's
lead to 24-14 and forcing the
Marshal's into taking a time
out.
The Marshalls held a 14-to-
15 point advantage throughout
the remainder of the quarter
before Dan Key hit a jumper
at the buzzer for the Lakers to
pull Callowai within 12 points
at 33-21 at the half.
Calloway contuined tci press
throughout the third period
buT the Marshalls slowly in-
creased their lead.
Smotherman sank six of his 14
points. during the third stanza
......for_the_J.akers. but the host 
'He s been in there for the team had built a'59-32-iiiai•gin
-last six ga--Mt---an-d-1'rn al the-quartereend.
study ing those films so much Calloway received some
I'll know him inside and out," strong inside work from Jeff
said John Banaszak the right Garrison and Larry Sanders
• •
defensive end. "We'll be ready
for him. We've seen enough of
him that we know what he
likes to do."
"I don't care who's out
there, we're gonna get tiiin,"
right defensive tackle Steve
Furness said with just the hint
of a smile. "We like guys vfho
,stay in the pocket and he's one
of those guys. he's not that
much of a threat to run the
ball."
And Winston added: "He
rnav not be much of a runner,
but I think he's going to be
running around a lot on
Sunday. I think he's going to
be doing sonic scrambling,"
Almost since the moment
the Rams upset Dallas on the
reati--te- _ the -Super --Bew-
they've been assailed as
second-raters who somehow
made it to the NFC cham-
pionship, then blanked Tampa
Bay to get to this contest. It
has even been suggested that
a Pittsburgh victory over the
Rams - a foregone con-
clusion, according to some
observers - would be less
prestigious than one over the
Cowboys:
"Dallas has a better history,
a -better track record. They're
supposedly a more glamorous
ballclub," Greene admitted.
But with a voice rising slightly
in emotion, he continued:
"The Cowboys ain't the best
team in the NFC this year. So
we don't want to play them. -
We want to play the best. And
the best is the LA Rams.
"I'ni tired of answering that
damned question," he
snapped with an air of finality.
"The 'Urns are the best team
in the NFC, you hear?





girls team coasted to a 32-17
win over Fulton City Monday
night to boost its season
record to 4-1.
Raysha Roberts led Murray
in scoring with 18 points with
the rest of the points spread
out among five players.
Murray  212 8 12 32.
Fano:City   2 410 117
Murray (32) - Kim Greene,
5, Raysha Roberts 18, Lita
Carson, 2, Ann Harcourt, 2,
Sherri Nwifti, Diana Ridley
Connie Spann 0; Shelly Howell
0, Yovonne Jones 0, Bonnie
Hays 0, Cindy Williams 0,
Leslie Thompson 0.
Fulton Clty (17) - Bagsly 5,
Jones 2, Smith 10, Hailey 0,









guard Brad Miller just gets
in the final minutes but the
Marshalls ran off eight
straight poipts midway into
the period to put the game
away.
Laker head coach Chic Nute
was not at all pleased with his
team's performance and
made-no elreiPSeglor.theloss;-----
-"We - played very _ poorly
tonight," Nute said. "We are
not playing wjth any desire or
intensity at all. We've had
a Marshall County defender
off his shot in a 72-45 loss to
poor performances in the last
two ball games two sloppy
performances in a row by us.
"We're going to put in some
very hard work the next few
days, but we are playing very
poorly right now."
Jeff Garrison and Richard
Smotherman. Lakers
with 14 points each While Jeff
Hall paced the Marshal's with





The Lakers will take on
961urray High Friday night in
the Murray State University
fieldhouse.
Calloway County (45) -
Smotherman 14, Garrison 14,
McCuiston 6, Sanders 4, Miller
2, Key 2, Emerson 2,
_McAlistAr_1.
Marshalltnunti.j721-.  BalI
19, Capp 12; Lassister 11,

















A premium radial tuned shock ab-
sorber for superior handling and a
luxurious smooth ride for any car
whether it has radial or bias-ply tires
The ultimate in ride control











-.14X1X5-8-Doie4;, ortnAg- car ViitalY2-
- engineered to prevent dangerous
leaks Fits most popular American
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For pickups, vans. 121getc. Chrome finish,




(1-147-5( Reg. $21.95 
188g
• k Up 'repel. Awe Wer.
Window Classics
Cooling shade, daytime privacy and
the 166k of mural an. 18" X 64" film,








(2-124-1/41 Reg $1 7 97 1482
IBI Hi-Intinsity Louvered
141-Balms. 100,000













When you gas up
always follow up with
STP Gas Treatment







Air and Oil Filters
199
129
A Longlite Air Filter Fits
most cars Improves gas mile-
age 3 '03
rai Oil,Filter • Screw on tv0e
for most Ford Chevrolet or





_ --.....4441 clean. clear
PAIR windshield 3-9s-3 29S 8
d 
FoIrkvsic-e Shopping CenterFriendly se 
7634391
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DON'T FORGET OUR NEXT
SENIOR CITIZENS DAY
TUE. JAN. 22, 1980
KRAFT
MIRACLE LIMIT 1 32 OZ.
W IP WITH $10.00 ADDITIONALPURCHASE EXCLUDINGTOBACCO & DAIRY PRODUCTS
NORTNSIDE
8-10 Mon.-Thurs.













PRICES GOOD WED. JAN. 16




RAG FOOD 15 OZ.5/V'0
DOWNY
SOFTNER 960Z, $28 7











EiAINKLE CUT  
2 LB. BAG 89c
16 OZ. 8 PK.
R.C. PLUS DEPOSIT 99C
OMSTEAD DRESSED





















We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
•
BAKING HENS LB. •11






























































 235 SIZE 6/49c































































































• • • • EAT14- 441
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
OUR NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTION
"TO KEEP YOU HEALTHY AND HAPPY" WITH






• Quick ten second curls with or without steam
• Can be used on 120 thru 240 volts AC for worldwide
travel
• Tangle-free swivel cord






Deluxe Lighted Make-Up Mirror
• Lets you make up in the light youll
be seen in
• Convenience outlet for use with other
personal care appliances
• Fourt-way light selection—day, office,
evening, and home
























 LINT PICK UPS
ROLL AWAY LINT WITH EASE










COLUMBIA COFFEE CUPS .onsi










BECAUSE WE CARE ENOUGH




TO MAINTAIN A PATIENT
PROFILE RECORD OF ALL
MEDICATION TAKEN BY YOU
& YOUR FAMILY AND TO KEEP
FOR YOU A RECORD OF
YEARLY EXPENSES FOR THAT
!CATION.
—TO OFFER ANY EX-
PLANATIONS ABOUT YOUR
PRESCRIPTION — DOSAGE





















































Everything you buy at Kroger is guaranteed for
your total satisfaction regordless of
manufacturer. If you are not satisfied. Kroger
will replace your item with the some brand or a
comparable brand or refund your purchase price
Prices effective from Jon. 16tts
thru Jon 22nd. Limit right
reserved, Copyright 1980,
The Kroger Co
ADVERTISED IT EM LICY




























BEEF & HYDRETED SOYA PROTEIN MIX
KROGER'S
PRO
U S GOVT GRADED CHOICE BEEF
Rump Roost
FRESH ITALIAN























OS 4,1.4-y American or MustardPOTATO
SALAD
9,
CHOOSE FROM MANY FLAVORS 0411S1 BALLS OR $











American Cheese t, $249
$329
LOW CHOLESTEROL
Turkey Ham  .  vi.$1 49
T111111
HOT CARRY OUT 7 VIGETAIILIS 
$ 79Plate Lunches Sit,',V) .
3 PCS CHICKEN
DINNER PAX 4 POTATO LOGS
4 07S SLAW 
$ 1 59






















































KROGER IT MI PIKE
Jumbo Bologna S 1 1 9
JOHN MORRELL
1201 $ 119Sliced Bologna pliG
COUNTRY CLUB
Wafer-Sliced Meats









































Jimmy Dean Sausage s 1 29
,L)1101 FAVORITE



























1 2 oz. 4
OW
1 lb. w $ 1
pkg
99





I I es. 99 C
i Pkg.
1 lb, $ 1
019.,
99




gilimr. COST CUTTER COUPON
SIM
WORTH 20c OFF ww.vs.
toward the purchase of each 1 lb pkg.
BRYAN SLICED BACON =
__., with this coupon Expires Jon 22nd 46
COST CUTTER COUPON
= *ORM *OFF- =
= toward the puchase of each 1 2 oz. pkg.
= BRYAN SLICED BOLOGNA =
this coupe. Eepires 22ad
row after row of freshness-
at down to earth prices!
/ge













CifFewp13"ers 3 Foi$ 1 oo
LONG SLICING 
Cucumbers 3 Fos$1 oo
CALIFORNIA
Boston Lettuce= 399
ViNolOnd Tomatoes.a twl 19




1 09  10 CT
1111G








rhth o /pew F .p,rec /on 27,x1
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.: KETCHUP 32_ W... coupon and '10 00 purchase excluding items prohibited by km and in addition to the cost of
nil













a gge manitrawberries_ Egg Enriched Buns 00$ 
BROWN t SERVE
















Exton e Cost CuttersIn addition tee., Evoryiley Soopor Cut Cotters, Kroger wiN coition to bring yogi Extonsloil Cost Corttors. These oreItems we hove tsiosporwrify maimed to pass on soviets toy., we worm fro" unenrfectoroes oNowancos, etc.
WAS NOW
Assorted Froien 
5239 I BANQUET MARTHA WHITES STRAWBERRYMuffin Mix


















nell11 ketchup )74. s 1°9
MARTHA 11/1.1T1111111r1I
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Deaths & unera s
William-F. Jeffrey Services Are Held
Funeral Planned At For Mrs. Lindsey
Chapel On Thursday Services for Mrs. Minnie
• the funeral for William F.
• Jeffrey, 1714 Farmer Avenue,
Murray, will be held Thursday
at 2 p.m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the. Rev. Dr.
Walter E. Mischke. Jr.; of-
ficiating and Prof. Robert
Baar as soloist:




Lassiter and Fred. Workman.
Honorary pallbearers will -ho_.
Charlie Lassiter, Crawford
Barnett, Joe Dick, Howard
Steely, H. Glenn Doran,
Jimmy Ford, and members'of
the Friendship Sunday School--
Class of the First United
- Methodist Church.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after- 4 p.m.
today (Wednesday). •
Mr. Jeffrey, 69, died
Tuesday at 10:30 a.m. at the
Baptist Memorial Hospital,
Memphis, 'Tenn. Born Dec. 13,
1910, in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late William
Victor Jeffrey and Bertie
Stroud Jeffrey.
The deceased was owner of
the William Jeffrey Dry Goods
Store in Murray. .He taught
school at Woodlawn and Van
Cleave from 1929 to 1933,
before going into business
with the late Sen.- T. 0. Tur-
ner. and later for himself. He
was a member of the First
United Methodist Church and
had served on the
- Administrative-Bear4.---
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Grace Duncan Jeffrey, to
whom he was married on
March 5, 1933; one son,
William Thomas Jeffrey,
Frankfort; one sister, Mrs.
Lynn (Desiree) Lowe,
Kingsport, Tenn.; one
brother, Buron Jeffrey, 1607
,- West Main Streeet, Murray;
-1" four grandchildren-Lisa,
- Angela, Jill, and Jennifer
Jeffrey.
Mr. Jeffrey was preceded in
death by one grandchild,
Susan Jeffrey, on March 6,
1963; and two brothers, Glin
Jeffrey on Sept. 12, 1972, and
0. R. Jeffrey in May 1971.
Ann 1,indsey were held
_chaTRuirepekslay athte2R:30obe:.nmsdF.:_a  titrhb:
Home, Mayfield, with the Rev.
  Andsey.
Alfred Taylor officiating.
Jerry Sanderson, - Larry
Charles Hulen Chambers.
Billy Boaz, Jerry Freeland,
Lthasey, Jimmy Lindsey, and
Honorary pallbearers Were
Paul Smith, Thomas Lindsey;
Active pallbearers were
Hall.' ,
Burial was in the Oak Grove
-Cemetery.
Mrs. Lindsey, 82. a resident
of 320 East South Street,
Mayfield, and the widow of H.
R. Lindsey, died Sunday at
3:30 a.m. at the Community
Hospital, Mayfield. She was a
member of the -Bell City
Baptist 'Church.
She is survived by three
daughters-Mrs. Mary Canter,
Mayfield, Mrs. Bah Mae Boaz.
Hickorey Route 2, and Mrs.
Dorothy Wallace, Paducah;
two sons, Richard Lindsey,
Nashville, Tenn., and Bill
Lindsey, Paducah; two
sisters, Mrs. Bertha Lindsey,
Farmington, and Mrs. Eva
Nell Reed, Mayfield; 21
grandchildren; 23 great
grandchildren. ,




To Be On Saturday
Ralph Bennett of Kirksey
Route 1 died Tuesday at 11:15
p.m. at -the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. She was 71
years of age.
Mr. Bennett, a retired
employee of the General
Motors Assembly Line, was a
member of the Kirksey United
Methodist Church and of the
Westgate Masonic Lodge at
Brentwood, Mo. Born July 19,
1908, 'in Carterville. T11., he
was tli soli -or the late terlward -FetiFect tarmer,-&-ketaran.
Bennett and Edna Chamness World War II, and a Member
Bennett. of the Springville Church of,
The Calloway man is sur- Christ.
vived by his wife, Mrs. Clara Born Nov. 2, 1903, he was the
Peterson, Bennett, Kirksey son of the late J. M. Hughes
Route I: one daughter, Mrs. and Alta C. Bedwell Hughes of
Judith Ann Niblock, San Calloway County. He was
Diego, Calif.; two sons, married Jan. 7, 1973 to the
Ronald R. Bennett, San Juan former Lois Medlock who died
Capistrano. Calif.. and -Nov.28,1977.
Edward L. Bennett, Mountain  He is survived by three
View. Calif.; eight grand- sfe-Kalfghters-Mrs. Verbal
children; one great grand- Ballard, Livonia, Mich., Mrs.
child. Goldie Medlock, Springville,
Funeral services will be Tenn., and Mrs. Emma Lou
held Saturday at 2 p.m. at the Barrow, Marietta, Gla.; two
chapel of the J.. H. Churchill step sons, Roy Medlock,
Funeral Home with the Rev. Clarksville, Tenn., and Ray
Bob Dotson officiating. The Medlock, Marietta, Ga.; two
music will be by Daytha sisters, Mrs. Cora Killebrew,
McCallon and Clarice Nor- Huntsville, Ala., and Mrs..
sworthy. Modelle Rogers, Humboldt,
Burial will -follow in the Tenn.; one brother', 011ie
Chapel Hill Cemetery on Hughes. Murray; 19 step
Highway 464 between Kirksey grandchildren; several nieces
and Golo, and nephews.
Friends may call at the - .Mr. Hughes was preceded in
funeral home after 2:30 p.m. death by two sisters, Mrs. the commonwealth through - and strengthen their corn-
Earl Stom of Murray Manor 
Thursday. Nettie Parker and "Mrs. citizen involvement in cm' munity education programs.
Gertye Adams, and three s inanityup education.rort   
for 
• For further information
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway. - 
Mrs. Ethel Cox Is brothers, Ralph Hughes,Apartments died today at 8:50com nity contact Harry G. (Gippy I
killed in World War II, and education is growing in Graham, (502) 564-3010.County Hospital. He was 83 Dead At Age Of 101 Gaylon and Leon Hughes. Kentucky," said Harry C.years of 'age and a U. S. Army; 
veteran of World War 1. 
Cip.py ) Graham, unit director Chestnut Grove To
The News In Brief
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON ( AP) - A
lop administration official
says the Soviet Union
probably faces "a protracted,
difficult tune" in Afghanistan
and may have to send in more
troops to suppress resistance.
This could have serious
consequences, including the
danger that Soviet troops
would cross the border into
Pakistan to fight insurgents,
Nlarshall Shulman of the State
I )cpartinent said Tuesday.





--Manor Apartments, and Mrs.
Leola Loffer, Cadiz; two sons,
Donald Stom, 223 South 11th
Street, Murray, and Mitchell
Stom, 'Kirksey Route 1; one
sister, Mrs. Clifton Johnson,
Wingo Route 2; one brother,
Jesse Stom, Hurt Drive,
Murray; 18 grandchildren;
five great grandchildren.
The Max Churchill Funeral

















For C. C. Hughes
Final rites for Connie
Claytod• Hughes, native of
Calloway County, were held
Tuesday at 11 a.m. at the
chapel of the McEvoy Funeral
Home. Paris, Tenn.. with
Bobby Halley and Charles
Cate officiating. Burial was in
the Poplar Grove Cemetery
there.
Mr. Hughes, 76, Route 2,
Springville, Tenn., died
Sunday at the Henry County
General Hospital. He was a
With Rites Today Special Play Will
_ rs.ttnei
Cox, 101, is hein eTdtley at
230 p.m, )t th-eirttatiel of the
McEvoy Funeral Home,
Paris, Tenn., with Luther May
of Murray, pastor of the
Seventh-day Adventist
Churches at Murray and
Paris, Tenn., officiating_
Serving as pallbearers are
Ted Cox, Jerry Cox. ()liver
Gaulding, L Nichols, Richard
Killebrew and Tom Stone.
Burial will follow in the Poplar
Grove Cemetery there. ,
Mrs. Cox, Route 2,
Springville, Tenn., died
Monday morning at the Henry
County General Hospital,
Paris, Tenn. She married Sam
B. Cox in 1902 and he died on
July 1, 1962. Born June 5, 1878,
in-Albion, Nebr., she was the




The Scottish Rite from
Memphis, Tenn., will present
the play, "Rope On The
Altar," on .Saturday, Jan. 19.
at the Cottage Grove School.
Supper will be served at 6
p.m. and the ;Hay presentation
will start at 7:30 p.m., ac-
cording:to alroup spokesnian
who invites all Master Masons
to attend.
Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky Al USDA
Estimated receipts cattle and rico
2,000, slaughter steers and heden r:vtfully tested, cows fully ;teeth after
opening 1.004.00 lower. bulls 'sleuth.
kmated calves and vealem steady .
feeders steady; slaughter steers goodand a few choice 895-1270 ib 63 0042 60.
slaughter heifers few iguod and ':'..ice647 lb 6300; slaughter cows late salescommercial 45 00-5: 00 utility 47 00-53 00; high dreams ufmts 53.26-5000-She is survived by two cutler 45 0041 SO ice, • tressing dairy-aaugnters, " "II n2nr oil ter under 800 lb 4650-4550 %tau/titer(Ruby) Herrin, Puryear, bun. 1100.1640 lb 57 00-62 Ala 0,thter
Altittrt-ellAMINk-SeMt—CAtlligr._ 41‘14
Memphis, ten.; three sons- vealen .
Everett, Homestead, Fla., arn00 501)-445
Calvin, Springville, Ten., and
Robert, Paris, Tenn.; two
sisters Mrs. Edna Howard
and Mrs. Ruby S-chifierd;
Keene, Tex.; 11 grand-
children; 25 great grand-
children; one great great




For S. R. Johnson
The funeral for Silas Leroy
Johnson of Hardin Route I will
be heIdthursday et II a.m. at
the chapel of the Filbeck and
Cann Funeral Home, Benton,
with Willis Green and the Rev.
Marian Mitchell officiating.
Burial will follow, in the Olive
Cemetery.
Friends may. call at the -
funeral home.
Mr. Johnson, 42, died
Monday at 12:30 p.m. in
logging truck accident off
Highway 80 about two miles
from Hardin.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Lyda Watkins Johnson,
step daughter, Renee
Watkins, and step son, Keith
Watkins, Hardin Route 1; his
parents', Mr. and Mrs. Everett
A. Johnson, and his grand-
mother, Mrs. Minnie T.
Baker, Paducah; three
daughters--Mrs. Melinda
Hamlet, White Sands, N. M.,
Mrs. Sandra Shields and Mrs.
Jacklyn Andrews, Beaver
Dam; two sons, Robert
Everett and Wesley Lynn
Johnson, Beaver Dam.
Also surviving are three
sisters-Mra„ Wilma. Jean
MclieValne, Newbolig, Ind.,
--Mrs7---S00e- -Riddle and Mrs.
Peggy Johnson; Paducah;
three brothers-Handal of
Grand Rivers, Jimmy Wayne
of Paducah, and Dickia Lynn
of Henderson; four grand-
children.
C 01( e
calves 67.50-76.50. feeder deers roe-;..frame No.1 300400 lb 80
lb 76.7644.75; 700415 lb 73 75. -.noframe No.1 890-1075 lb 62, 50 smallframe No.1 400-500 lb Tt 00. 500400lb 71.0478.00: medium franie No 2 300-
71.eee2.*:- tarites si.oigeluding Holsteins 550-1025 ib 59 75-73 00;heifers medium and small frame 1
37115t, 
lb 6900-75.75. 5
medium No 2 325-600 lb 52 00-
00-673 lb 67
70.00; stock cows medium frame
150-975 11)54 years 48.004600
Hogs 2,400 including ,1,400 feeder pigs;
barrows and gilts Le lower after open-ing .75 lower; 1-2 310.240 lb 37 50-17 75.
these to 30.10 early; 2 200-240 lb is
37.50; 240.270 lb 36.50-37 00; 2-3 254q7 b36.00-38.50; soWs steady; 1-3 300-575 lb30.50-31.50; 375-1.60 11331.50-32 50, 450-3)00lb 32.50-3350; 500-706 lb 33.50-34 75;boats over 100 lb 27.50-28.00.
Sheep .75; represented classes ilea.: .
choice and prune slaughter Iambs :41.00; 'few 140 lb $5.00, slaughter •-4,5good 20.00.
Stock Market
Prices of storks of ha n;er..s;st




Ashland . . , 
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Federal-State Market News ServiceJanuary II, 1900
Kentricy Purchase Area Hog MarketRepo Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts Art 1292 Est 450 HarrowsGots 50. 75 lower Sows steady to madly
.1.41.00 lower.
US 1-2 200-230Ibi. ...... 636.50-3740
's-us 2-3240-250 MG 13525.30751)5 24 260-280 Ibis.
7 Seen
US 1-2 270-350 lba 
US 14 itw..se* 
US 14 iso-soo lbs 
LIS 1.3 MAC lka 









F:dward Kennedy says he
knew wouldthee issue t rosegrofChap-g it_
he ran for president, "but I .
also knew there would be
nothing new that could come
up... because the way. I
testified the way it hap-
twood " But less than a week
Brown Designates Week
before his presidential bid
faces its first popular test in
Iowa, Kennedy's account of
the fatal automobile accident
a decade ago has been
chaHenged by two major
publications.
NATIONAL
NEW YORK (AP) -




constitutional, a federal judge
ruled in a major test case,-and
funds niust be provided for
abortions if doctors determine
they are needed. The
government said it would
--tippeal the U.S. Sup-al-11i
Court the decision Tuesday by
U.S. District Judge John
Dooling. Dooling delayed for
30 days the effective date of
his order, which would apply
around the nation if upheld.
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) -
Elvis Presley underwent drug
detoxification on two oc-
casions before his death, and
harmless placebos often were
given to keep the entertainer's
drug problems under control,
his physician says. Dr. George
Nichopoulos, testifying
Tuesday during a malpractice
hearing that could result in
loss of his medical license,
also told the Tennessee Board
of Medical Examiners that he
packed three suitcases full of
drugs and medical equipment
whenever Presley went on a
concert tour.
INTERNATIONAL
KUW -( (AP) - Firing
scluads have executed a
number of Iranian army of-
ficers for plotting to over-
throw Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini's revolutionary
regime, the usually reliable
Kuwait newspaper AI Rai AlFor Community Education A1T/ reported today.Quoting
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Gov.
John Y. Brown has
proclaimed Jan. 20-26 Com-
munity Education Week in
Kentucky, and has urged
Kentuckians to use the
principles and practices of
Community Education to
improve the quality of their
lives."
Citing the increased public
demand for citizen in-
volvement in decision making
processes, Brown said that
.great social and economic
benefits" can be derived by
• .r community education for
:he Kentucky Department of
Education. "More school
distrit'1iiiYäië-




volves opening schools and
publically-funded facilities to
the public for use by the entire
community -  from pre-
schoolers, to seninr citizens., It
also involveS devel6ping
cooperation between agencies
in the community and
promotion of the concept of
learning as a life-long process,
Graham said.
"Awareness Building"
workshops, sponsored by the
Kentucky Department of
Education and funded by the
federal Community Schools




seminars are designed to help
local school districts establish
Hear Rev. Drew
Month" program will be held
at the Chestnut Grove AME
Church at Hazel on Sunday,
Jan. 20, at 3 p.m. with the Rev.
Richard Drew, pastor of the
Mt. Horeb Freewill Church,
Murray, as the guest speaker.
Following the program a
social hour will be held, a
chnkch spokesman said.
unidentified diplomatic
sources, the paper -published
in the Persian Gulf oil sheik-
dom said all the officers in-
volved in the coup plot had
been arrested and were
executed secretly to avoid




A Trigg County child who
had wandered into a woods
near his home and was
reported missing for 18 hours
was found this morning
around 11 a.m.
According to Trigg County
Sheriff James Morris, five-
year-old Preston Morrison
was reported missing around 5
p.m. Tuesday by his father,
Robert Morrison. The child
had apparently wandered
away from home in the south-
west part of the county who-
he was playing.
The sheriff's office, Ken-
tucky State Police, the Civil
Defecim unit and l.I.S. Army
units from Fort Campbell
assisted in the search.
Recital By Conklin
Thursday Postponed
The trombone recital by
Raymond Conklin, assistant
professor of music, at Murray
State University, schedilled
for Thursday, Jan. 17, has
been poitponed because of
illness.
The special event has been
rescheduled for Tuesday. Feb.
5, according to a spokesman
for the department. ..
1978 Pontiac Bonneville
Approximately 35,200 miles, four door sedan, dark
blue, light blue cloth interior, light blue vinyl roof,
nosier Sf---rig-,--po-torr himkPrarreriffftel,14431te




61:1481,41 MOTORS FAITS 011111X1111
Keep That Great GM Feeling i
With Genuine GM Parts
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
641 South 753-2617
AWRY mem MID° imam agagli. M4101.
Shop The No Frills Way And Compare! See Why We Can
Say We Have The Lowest Prices In Town
T-Mart DiscountFoods
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4 DAYS 9 3 NIGHTS 9. ROUND TRIP AIR FARE
• CHOICE OF LIMOUSINE OR RENTAL Cikit •
TWO DAYS ENTRANCE FEE TO DISNEY
WORLD • 16 PASSES
OTHER TOURS AVAILABLE\
Kennedy Space Center* Cypress Gardens • Sea World
Circus World • Stars Hall of Fame
çc $500 in "Sunshine" Merchants Certificates





THIS IS A "SUNNY" THOUGHT
$300 "Palm Tree" Savings Bond,
$50.00 U.S. SAVINGS BONDS
WINNERS CAN "SWAY" WITH THESE.
$100 "Tropical" Savings CertificatesAT
Bank of Murray Security Federal
Peoples Bank
Hopkinsville Federal Savings St Loan Assn.














YOU'LL FIND EXCEPTIONAL VALUES, (-
AND YOU MAY BE ON\OF THE MANY WINNERS/
• Register at the participating businesses as many times as you
like. No purchase necessary to win. You must be 18 years of age or older to win.
• WINNERS ARE NOT NOTIFIED. Winners names willgbe published every week in the store'sadvertisement where they won. You must read the ads every week to find out if you have won.If you are a winner your name and address will appear in the advertisement and you have four
days to notify the newspoper.
1
OFFICIAL "FAMILY SUNFEST" RULES
YOU ARE ENCOURAGED TO VISIT, as often as
you wish, the areas participating business s
displaying the FAMILY SUNFEST banner. Clear-
ly print your name, address and phone number
on the • YOUR CHANCE" provided by each par•
ticipating business and this Newspaper
2 No PURCHASE NECESSARY. You must be an
adult Entries are limited to one per adult per
visit -Employees of 'Mrs Newspaper are rrot etigt
ble to play
3. ENTER OFTEN. There will be one or more win-
, ners each week The odds of winning depend on
the number of entries Since this program is
strictly local in nature, the odds are more
favorable than..a comparable Statewide or Na•
tionwide program
4- EACH ENTRY most be on-the "YOUR CHANCE
REGISTRATION as provided, and must be
legibly written or hand printed. Machine
duplication or mechanically reproduced entries
will be declared void
5 THERE WILL BE RANDOM DRAWINGS EACH
WEEK OF THIS 10-WEEK PROGRAM.
(A) Each week the following will be awarded
a 50 00 in SUNSHINE MERCHANTS CER.
TIFICATES. (Total of $50000 for Pro
gram) All winners must redeem this
script no later than 7 days after the at
ficial end of this Program
bSix $50 00 U S Savings Bonds (Total of
$300 00 for the Program)
(S)ftst ADCOTtON LORYDA VACATION- WiN
NERS will be selected from drawings dun
mg 10th week of tbe program (Ail winners
Must use these vacatioAs within 3 months
after the end of the Program)
(Cl IN ADDITION, THE WINNERS OF THE
SAVING ACCOUNTS will be selected from
drawings the 5th and 10th weeks
6 NO SUBSTITUTION OF PRIZES ALLOWED.
Unclaimed prizes will not be awarded All en
tries become the property of this Newspaper
and none will be returned
7. Some Travel Dates Not Available
it, ALL WINNERS WILL BE LISTED IN THIS NEWSPAPER EACH WEEK.
• ALL WINNERS MUST CLAIM THEIR PRIZES WON BY APPEARING AT THE OFFICE OF THIS NEWSPAPER NO
LATER THAN 4 DAYS AFTER THE PUBLICATION OF THEIR RESPECTIVE NAMES. ALL PRIZES ARE FOR
WINNERS ONLY. THEY ARE NOT TRANSFERABLE!
• WINNERS MUST CLAIM AND UTILIZE THEIR PRIZES WITHIN THE TIME SPECIFIED.
•
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LESLIE ERWIN, center, was winner of the Spelling Bee held at Southwest Calloway
Elementary School. She will represent the school at the Calloway County Spelling Bee. Miss
Erwin, a student in Mrs. Edna Robinson's fourth grade homeroom, is the daughter of Mrs.
Kent Wisehart and Jimmy Erwin. First runnerup was Lisa Holsapple, left, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Burton Holsapple, and second runnerup was Connie Manning, right, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Max Manning. Sponsors for the Spelling Bee were Mrs. Eleanor Miller, seated
left, and Mrs. Jane Cothran, seated right.
Man Shot, Killed In Offering
Armed Resistance To Police
• LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
A man was shot and killed at
his home, where he had of-
fered armed resistance to
police trying to serve him with
a niental inquest warrant.
He was identgled as Donald
A. Rekert, who died early
Tugday of a gunshot wound in
the left shoulder.
'Police information
spokesman _Carl Yates said
that officers went to Reker's
residence about 10:20 p.m.
Monday evening to serve him'
-with a =tat inquest warrant
sworn out by Reker's wife
Cecilia.
In the warrant, Mrs. Reker
said her husband was "an
immediate threat to himself
and others" and had a rifle
and ammunition.
The warrant said Reker had
threatened Mrs. Reker and
their three children and had-
said he would rob a bank.
eker previously had been
hospitalized for mental
illness, according to the
warrant. '
Yates said that when police
THE ACES®IRA G. CORN, JR.
"A man's worst difficul-
ties begin when he is able to
do what he likes." -- Thomas
Huxley.
Declarer took a quick dis-
card in his play of today's
tricky game -- a play that
most declarers like. Trouble
was that one discard was
not enough; he should have
arranged matters so that he
could have enjoyed one
more.
Dummy's heart ace won
and declarer discarded a
low diamond. The queen of
clubs drew the outstanding
trumps and a spade finesse
Tost ta- Westl- queen. West
led a heart that declarer
wrumpwas
led to dummy to try another
spade finesse. This-also lust
and the unavoidable loser in
diamonds resulted in a one
trick set. •
The key to suceess lies
with an unusual play; a far-
sighted maneuver that leads
to a winning end play.
Instead of winning the first
heart trick, declarer should
duck in dummy and discard
a diamond from his own
hand. West shifts , to
diamonds, but dummy's ace
wins.
Dummy's heart ace
allows declarer to throw his
last diamond and a diamond
is- ruffed from dummy. A
trump lead to dummy
exhausts. the defenders'
• trumps and dummy's last
diamond is ruffed. Finally,
dummy is entered once
again in trumps and a spade
_fines_sed_ into. Wet.  
Both declarer and dummy
are left with only trumps
and spades and West is out
of safe. leads.- He can lead a
spade to eliminate the prob-
lems in that suit or he can
lead a heart for a ruff and
discard. Either way. declar-
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rebid of two hearts would be.
too timid.
- - - •
Send bridge questions to The Aces.
P0 Box .12363, Dillate Texas 75225,
with self-addressed, stamped eavelope
for reply
arrived at the house to serve
the warrant,. Reker, who was
alone, told them to leave.
Officers said they heard what
sounded like a round of- am-
munition being clipped into a
gun, so they backed away,
radioed for assistance and
closed off the street.
Officers made repeated
attempts during the next 2,-2
hours to reason with Reker, as.
did a police chaplain and a
psychologist, who had treated
Reker 'and' Rear's wife,
police said. AD efforts failed.
Reker could be seen sitting
on a living room 'couch
pointing a shotgun at a rear
door of the house, according to
police. They said that Reker
threatened each person who
attempted to talk to him and
raised the shotgun each time a
movement was made.
When police decided to enter
the house, Yates said .that
Officer Marty McDermott
burst through the front while
other policemen entered a
rear door.
Yates said Reker "im-
mediately turned and pointed
his gun at McDermott," who
fired once, striking Reker in
the shoulder. Emergency
Medical Services technicians
gave first aid and rushed
Reiter to University Hospital
where he died soon thereafter.
An empty 12-gauge shotgim
r's
body, and some shells for a
.22-caliber weapon were
neribr01511Erferitttql.-- -





LOUISA, KY. tAP, - A
Lawrence County man has
filed a $66,000 lawsuit igainst
Louisa Community Hospital
and an emergency room
physician.
Billy Frank Bradley alleges
in the lawsuit he suffered drug
shock minutes after receiving
a penicillin injection from Dr.
Ivan Jurnalov.
The- suit says Bradley went
to the emergency room to
have splinters removed.
Jurnalov allegedly did not
remove the splinters, but..
administered penicillin and
 ey -to-Leave e
hospital.
The suit . says 13radley
suffered broken ribs when he
collapsed in the parking lot
and had to be treated for
respiratory arrest as a result
of the injection.
• • 055 • • fa






All You Can Eat SOUP 'en SALAD BAR
• Glitchow 1-.308 Steak ad** Couriers Gravy - Baked Potato or f-renett Ede.
• A thick slab of Stockade Toast
SIRLOIN STOCKAD
Our qualitywill Itoop you condo' back
•





Immediate Impact Of Court Order On
Food Stores Milk Prices Still Uncertain
tts MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT. Ky. AP) -
The immediate impact of a
Franklin Circuit Court order
barring A&P Food Stores





against A&P sought 14s- the
statr'S ling 11111---
Antimonopoly Commission,
but, said it was not up to him to
determine What A&P's cost is.
He said it would be up to the
commislion to make that
determination. The panel has
scheduled an • administrative
hearing Monday.
A&P cut milk prices last
week to $1.59 a gallon at its
stores in Louisville and'
Lexington and some other
locations.
Previously, homogenized
iiiilkw ith 3.5 percent butterfat
had been selling for $1.99 a
gallon with 2 percent milk
selling for $1.85 a gallon.
Richard Flaherty, director
of merchandising for A&P's
Louisville division, said after
the ruling that he didn't know
whether the statewide food
chain would raise its milk
prices immediately.
Ben Fowler, an attorney-
l'eph..§0ittng A&P said-the,
contpari "would make every
effort to comply with the court
decision," but declined to
comment on whether that
meant a price increase.
Williams' ruling came after
more than two gours of
testimony on a complaint
from the commission, which
enforces the state. law
prohibiting retailers from
selling milk below their own
costs. -
Williams granted a tem-
porary restraining order last
Friday at the commission's
request, but the A&P had kept
the lower prices in effect
through Tuesday.
Fowler told the court that
A&P was not in violation of
state law because it had
priced the milk higher than its
invoice price.
Flaherty testified that the
invoice price for 3.5 percent
milk 11112C 11 .5JLro.wtihd,QLf in 
the nearest cent) and was:
$1.33. for 2 percent milk. Thi.
invoice price on the less
popular .5 percent milk was
$1.23, he said.
He testified that the $1.59
price represented a 12.8
percent markup over the
invoice price of the three
types. • •
Flaherty said he considered
that a fair markup, and that .
he was aware of the law
barring retailers to sell below
their invoice costs.
However, Rudy Yessin, the
commission's attorney, said
All& did not take other costs
into consideration in setting
its price, as required by state
law -- such things as tran-.-
sportation, - delivery and
niaintenance costs.
Yessin contended that
A&P's lower milk price was
causing "irreparable harm"
to other retailers and sup-
'pliers: - -
James Claycomb, coin,
iiiission director, testified that
many retailers who are
'paying higher milk prices
than the A&P have been
forced to cut prices in order to
compete. "I understand the
bite has even been put on the
farmer by the processor," he
said.
Claycomb said afterward
that it is up-to AM' to decide
what to charge for its milk, on
the basis of its invoice price
and additional costs, but that
the commission will deter-
none whether the food chain is
in compliance with state law.
He said the case "could be
settled in a day if everybody is
cooperative."
Meanwhile, Slate Sen. Tun.
Easterly, D-Frankfort. said he
plans to introduce legislation
Wednesday to repeal the state
law setting a minimum prict
for
-fitrateels.-bas
iiit rod uced siniilar legislation
in previous sessions, but said
this time it couldliass. He said
the public is more aware of the
situation, and that there lies
been a growing resentment of
excessive government in-
terference in free trade.
He said the milk marketinc
law has "always been con-
trary to constuner interests.
and the current rate of in-
































































REPELS DIRT, TiRI ASE,
STAINS AND WATER
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HELPS KEEP DENTURES IN PLACE


































HEADACHE DUE TO COMMON COLD OR





























IF YOU ARE 60 YEARS OF AGE OR OLDER
YOU ARE ELIGIBLE. STOP BY OUR STORE
TODAY AND FILL OUT AN
APPLICATION. SAVE AN
ADDITIONAL 10% ON OUR
ALREADY LOW
PRESCRIPTION PRICES








































GET SIX VALUABLE REBATE COUPONS`
"WORTH UP TO *8 .00 REDEEM4111....E ON
QUALITY GE PRODUCTS WHEN YOU BUY
AGE. SOFT .WHIT! 1 1-Mit
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CLUB OFFICERS HOLD FIRST MEETING — The officers for the Murray Country Club for 1980 recently held their first
meeting. Members of the board of directors are, seated, left to right, Gene McCutcheon, president; J. H. Shackleford,
treasurer; Annie Knight, ladies activities; Margaret Polly, secretary; 1)ill Wilson, vice-president-Standing are Jim
Frank, swimming and tennis;. Walter Jones, budget and finance; Virgil Harris, house and grounds; Jim Wiliants,membership; and Jerry Grogan, golf. ---
Assignments Made And Family,
Accepted By Country Club Bocird
Committee assignments
were made and one family
membership application was
approved last week as the
board of directors of the
Murray Country Club held its
first monthly meeting of the
new year.
President of the club for 1980
is Gene McCutchten,
managing editor of The
Murray Ledger & Times and a
member since 1971. He -suc-
ceeds Walter Jones, Who
remains as a member of the
_board.
Elected .viceViresident has
been Dr. Bill Wilson, Murray
physician, while • Mrs.
Margaret Polly was elected
secretary. J. H. Shackleford
also was reelected to another
term as the club's treasurer. .
The approved membership'
application was. for Tony and,
Carol Waller, King Richard
Road, Sherwood Forest.
Named to the rules com-
mittee by McCutcheon were
Wilson, Mrs. Annie Knight, E.
H. tRed ) Howe, Jr., Ted
Billington and Mrs. Betty Jo
Purdom.
Committee chairmen
named by the new president
included:
Jim Williams, membership;
Jim Frank, swimming and
-tennis; Jerry Grogan, golf;
Mrs. 'Knight, ladies' ac-
tivities; Virgil Harris,
buildings and grounds; and
Walter Jones, budget and
finance.
The club's 1980 social
calendar, being . prepared
under the direction of the viee-
president. Wilson, is
scheduled for a March 1
delivery date. The deadline
for the listing of activitieS;by•
-the various committee
chairman, Wilson em-
titiasized, is Feb. 8.
Williams, Grogan and Mrs.
Knight ere beginning their




DEAR ABBY: My name is Adam and I am 11. My father
went out of town for a few days and left his big car in our
garage. Neil. a kid my age, came over and said he knew how
--to cleive_so got the keys and told him_hesould drive for
ward and backward in our driveway. Well, while Neil was
backing up, he saw my Mom drive up behind him in her little
car. _He paThricked and rammed Mom's car, smashing the
whole front end, but good. Morn wasn't hurt, but her car was
a mess.
I admit it was my fault for.letting Neil drive, but he was
the one who wrecked Mom's car, and all the blame was-placed
on me. Mom is making me pay for the damage by taking it
out of my allowance. It will take me forever to pay it off. I
am also grounded for a month with no TV privileges.
Mom says I can't be trusted and she has lost all confidence
in me. Please tell me how I can get my Mom to trust me
again. I told her I learned my lesson, but she doesn't believe
me.
ADAM IN HIGHLAND PARK
DEAR ADAM: Start to build your mother's confidence in
you by being 100 percent truthful and responsible. Repeated
good behavior will establish you as a trustworthy person.
Words mean nothing. Performance means everything.
• _
-- DEAR ABBY: Is it ever proper:t.o eak—so-m-e-one whY 16).
didn't invite you to their party?
I wouldn't do it to put someone on the spot. I really want
to know if maybe I did (or said) something to offend that per
son. And there is always a chance that my invitation got lost
Tn Theiniiiii.-Sign me...
LEFT OUT AND HURT
DEAR HURT: The word from here Is, don't ask.
DEAR ABBY: The letter from MEG IN ST.•'PAUL con-
cerning baggage lost in airports because it isn't tagged-with
the name and address of the owner prompts this letter.
I, too, work for an airline. In the last year I have twice had
to search the length of a Denver airport for lost luggage con-. .
taining a passenger's heart medicine!
Abby. please tell your readers NEVER to pack medica-
tion, passports. or anything else of importance tor value) in a
piece of luggage to be through. Carry them on your
person!
This is especially wise during the winter, when
snowstorms may cause flight delays and cancellations that
might separate you from your luggage ror a while.
'rake a tip from an airline employs*. Most of us carry a
toilet kit, a change of underwear and other necessities in our
carry-on luggage in case we get stranded overnight, because
we oho_ are.
-42882.014K- _._ • 4;14.1b1Whi-DrailLW
Elected last fall, they have Tommy Sanders and Howe\
replaced J.D. Rayburn, whose terms had expired. '
Puryear Demonstrates
Meaning Of Friendship
The true meaning of
friendship was demonstrated
Saturday in the Puryear,
Tenn., area when 80 to 90
people arrived at the tobacco
fartns of Hughes Bennett and
his son, Kyle Duncan Bennett,
15, who died Jan. 6 of injuries
sustained in an automobile
accident New Year's Eve, to
strip five and one-half acres of
tobacco ready for harvesting.
Tommy Story and his
tether, Tolbert, coordinated
the project when they found
out the crops at three locations
wvre ready. for steinkinz.
Three acres of tobacco
belonged to the elder Bennett
and the remainder had been
planted by Kyle. •
Friends of all ages came
from Murray, Paris,
Buchanan and from all around
the Cre.ssland community,
northwest of Puryear, where .
the Bennetts live to work
throughout the day.
No time was wasted as a
production line was set up and
7-year-olds worked shoulder-
to-shoulcler. _with . adults
stripping leaves from the
stalks.
In one stripping house 63
people werked until dusk. A
friend, who lived just across
the state line in Kentucky,
cleared a stripping house
where about a dozen people
tackled the stripping. In the
third location some eight
workers were busy.
Mrs. Thomas Duncan,
. mother of Mrs. Bennett and
grandmother of Kyle, said
they were overwhelmed at the.
response of these good neigh-
bors and friends. "Not only
did they .come out and work
from morning until night, but
the amount of food brought to
the.horne, the visit and phTuie-
calls were unbelievable.
"We just want people to
know that with all the bad
news you hear now days there
is still human kindness left in _.
this world," Mrs. Duncan
said.




To exercise and refresh
tired feet when standing for a
long time, try rolling the feet
out, with toes straight ahead,
ane standing on the outer
edges.
Bonnie Davenport, Dairy council consultant for West Ken-
tucky, presented a program for Murray teachers at the
"Nutrition Education" in-service program. The day long ac-
tivities were planned and coordinated by Glinda Jeffrey, food
services director of Murray schools, as part of the nutrition
education grant awardedilie school system by the Kentucky
State Department of Education. In photo, Davenport ex-
plains a nutritional value chart to Heron West, left, and
Wright.































Use any of these 7 other w







C NEC IC- UPS
6-cyl 8-cyl
Standard Ignition Subtract $4 for Electronic ign,tion
•--CheCA.Chiflint fladjitawt_tauf systems tie =
MW rotor, ;park plugs, WOW an rmc
Set dwell and timing • Check, lubricate, and
adjust choke as needed • Adjust carburetor •
Additional parts & services extra if needed.
Any time within one year of your tune-up.
bring your invoice and 'Free Engine Anal-
ysis' certificate back to the Goodyear
430"404, Store that perk:inner:I the original
work. They'll give your car an electronic
Check-up, and of any parts replacement or
adjustment is needed, and was part of the
Original tune-up, Goodyear will lix it free
of charge. Up to three free analyses
3 DAY BATTERY SALE!







22F. 24. & 24F
Sale Ends Saturday Night
S .
Do you wish you had more friends? Far the secret of
popularity, get Abby'e new booklet: "How To Be Popular:
Vetere Never Tie Young or Too Old." Send $I wills los%
aelteddronsed, stamped CIS mental envelope to Abby, III






























































buy: Our Own Customer Credit Plan -• Master Charge • Visa
arte Blanche • Diners Club • Cash
PROTECT MOVING PARTS
Lube & OH Change
$588 Includes up to five quartsmajor brand 1030011. '
Oil filter extra if needed.
_ _
• Chassis lubrication and oil change






Super for vans 'IRV s pickups
Rugged interconnected steet„
spokes durable paroled white
finish custom red and blue stripes
Expert wheel at,' a., table
tolountIng Bala,Ing Alpignmn.nt
Front-End  Alignment-Your Choice
1588 I
WARRANTED
10 DAYS ... OR
^3,000 MILES
WHICHEVER
COMES FIRST 1'3 • Front-End Alignment and FREE tire rotation. Parts and additional services extra if needed • inspect and rotate allfour titeS • Set caster. camber, and toe to proper alignment • Inspect suspension and steering systemsMost Ws. cars • Foreign Cate at our option • Front wheel drive and Chavattos *Etre• *LIFE E ALIGNMENTFor as long as you own your car, wetill recheck art in the front ended needed, every 6 monthe Or 5.000 miles — orwhenever needed Valid only at the Goodyear Service Store when purchased Offer does not cover the replacement oftires and/or parts that become worn or damaged. Agreement void if service work affecting the alignment re perromtedby any (After outlet
9 1....,,, in, sat e ( rpm rinen on nat iiatop pasof IN'S Iron' tad al no charge.ernary 5 WO nnolf1 an 04,ermerv, ,1 ''Coded•0i IS Wag as yOto owft your  'a' No
0,00.e.11 No saw. No reolieg
88 LIFETIME'ALIGNMENTAGREEMENT
Store Manager, Norman Nagedorn
Goodyear Service Store






A 0,000 grant has . been
bk a rded to Murray State
University by the Office of
Fducation of the Federal
Republic of Germany and
Goethe Haus, New York. with
which to sponsor a series of
ueekend seminars for high
school teachers of German.
The seminars, entitled :L.The
Development of Com-
municative Foreign Language
Teaching at the High School
!!--be -heist- during
March and April in three
different Kentucky locations
with rhigh school teachers
from across the state expected
to attend. .
Directing the project_ will be
Dr. J. Milton Grimes, an
associate professor of German
at Murray State and president
the Kentucky Chapter of the
-American Association of
. Tea(' hers of German.
The . purpose of the
seminars, Grimes said is to
-improve the quality of
foreign language teaching in
the state and to encourage the
awareness of German as an
important aspect of our
cultural history."
Specialists in the field from
Goethe Haus in New York,
Chicago and Boston have been
invited as consultants with
administrative and in-
structional support provided
by Dr. Grimes and other
university professors of
German across the state.
The seminars, Grimes went
on, first will deal with the
theoretical foundations of
foreign language instruction




Workshops also will be Weld
to develop basic strategies of
student-centered learning and
will generally , reflect the
growing awareness that
foreign language instruction
must involve more actively






has been awarded a 831,080
grant by the National Institute
of Health, Bethesda, Md., with
. which to conduct a two-yebr
. study of the relationship
between filarial, or round,
w ic expec
completed in November, 1981,
will be Dr. Bruce Christensen,





*tropical areas, the parasitic
ieound worm lives in the tissue
/ or body fluid, of both animals
and humans, andAte.ss carried
by mosquitos.
The purpose of the study,
which began Dec. 1, is to t4 to
determine how the mosquito
reacts against the develop- •
, ment of the worms, or the
- immune mechanism in the
insect.
The Murray State study,
• Christensen said, will involve
. the use of the heart worm,
• commonly found in dogs in the
--university's region-. -
In insects, generally, and in
mosquitos in particular, he
said,' the major defensive
action against the parasitic
worms involves prevention or
control Of the little-understood
• capsule encasement of the
parasite in the body cavity of
the mosquito.
"One of the most viable
methods of controlling in-
fection caused by worms of
this type," he said, "is to
control the mosquito which
transmits them, and we can
learn this simply by deter-
mining everything we can
about the biological
characteristics of both the
mosquito and the parasite it
carries."
Christensen, 32, is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Sheldon
Christensen, Route 1, Dresser,
'Wisc. A 1966 graduate Of
• Oseeola, Wisc., High School,
he received his undergraduate
..eterefeto- -from—the
Unhei3it? of WItConstn
River Falls and his doctorate
in 1977 from.. Iowa State
University. •
He came to Murray State
from • Iowa Stole, where he
was an assistant professor in
the Deportment of Zoology
ov • • •
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HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS
r• lb. 1.0013. Pet
VAPORUB
Saw 26
Green Mud Cot °fife beset
EKCOIT 1 ERNA
STAINLESS STEEL  
MIXING BOWLS















BIG JOHN'S DELI HAS EVERYTHING YOU NEED
FOR A TASTY SNACK, A QUICK LUNCH, OR AN
INSTANT PARTY!! WE CATER TO WIEN
NewalEsi4;41
iforeirist
1' 114. 1HE %It HttA , F.1.14._,ER 11M1-...S. lirducstio .i, Januar lb. 1988

















Ftorwla First Of The Season
Temple Oranges
Large 80 Size
8 For $1 00
Save 22%
Michigan U.S. No. 1 Medium
Yellow Onions
3 LB. Bag 59c
YOU COULD ALSO WIN
.$100 IN FREE GROCERIES!
HARES HOW. • •
TO WIN A GREAT DEAL!




80z. Bag $1 59
Frieda Of California
Exotic Kiwi Fruit
Rorie*. Grown Firsirf Salad Size
Fresh Tomatoes..
i8 In Tray $ 00
Qualify French's



























For Test Less Than
Two Weeks Away
Prospectitere, teachers who
plan to take the National
Teacher Examinations at
Murray State University on
Feb. 16 have less than two
weeks to register with
Educational Testing Service
of Princeton, N.J.
Dr. Bill. Allbritten, director
of the Counseling and Testing
Center it Murray State, said,
registrations should he mailed
in time to reach ETS no I4er
than Jan. 23 when_the regular
registration closes. A penalty
!Marla Acttt-br-t hal ged for-'
registrations received at ETS
after Jan. 23 but prior to Jan.
30. .Registrations will not be
accepted after Jan. 30 for the
February test date.
Registration forms and
instructions may be obtained
from Dr. Bill Allbritten in the
Counseling and Testing Center
at Ordway Hall on the campus
or directly from the National
Teacher Examinations, ETS,
Box 911, Princeton, N.J.,
08541.
During the one4lay testing
session, a registrant may take
the Common Examinations,
which include tests in
iirofessional and general
education, plus one of the 26
Area Examinations designed
to probe knowledge of par-
ticular subject matter and
teaching methods.
Once registered, eaeh
candidate will receive an
admission ticket and
notification of the exact
location of the center at which
to report. Those taking the
Common Examinations will
report at 8:30 a.m. and finish
about 12:30 p.m., while Area
Examinations are scheduled





police at. Mayfield have
reported ticketing 896
motorists for traffic violations
Within their 11-county patrol
area during this past
November.
Another 673 were issued
warning citations.
The November citation
totals, as released here today
by KSP Commissioner
Kenneth E. Brandenburgh,
were among the latest figures
available on state police ac-
tivity in the Mayfield Post
area. That area includes
Fulton, Hickman, Carlisle,
Ballard, McCracken, Graves,
Lyon and Livingston counties.
Brandenburgh also noted
that the number of traffic
accidents investigated was up
almost-11 percent, from 213 in
October to 236 for November.
Two traffic fatalities during
the month, one in McCracken
and one in Marshall County,
raised the overall traffic death _
toll within the Mayfield post
area to 44 since last January. .
Other November activity
totals :for the Mayfield post
area included 38 criminal
.arrests. 18 arrests for public
intoxication, 261 motorists
assisted, 88 crime prevention
program contacts and nine
safety education presen-
tations. Ten stolen, vehicles,
valued at $31,700, also were
recovered.
Statewide, the KSP re-ported
15,942 traffic citations, 1.155
oven 
inriii  -riblt„es.and-183-stoten-
vehicle r  valued at
nearly $850,000. .
Brandenburgh said that
December activity totals for
all 16 KSP ppsts will be in-
cluded in a year-end report




Subscribers who have not receiv-
ed their home delivered copy of
The Murray Ledger & Times by
530 p m Monday Friday or by
330 p m Saturdays are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
and 6 p.m., Monday through Fri-
day, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Saturdays.
A circulation department
employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery of
your newspaper. *Calls must be.
placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or 4
p.m. Satindayl teitrarantee
delivery
The regular business office hours
of The Murray Ledger S Times are
8 a.m. to S p.m., Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to noon, Satur-
days
••••
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Babson's 1980 Business And Financial Forecast
By Babson's Reports Inc., Wellesley
Hills, Mass. Just a year ago we en-
visioned in our forecast for 1979 a
slowing in the economic tempo of
sufficient scope to create a technical
state of recession, stemming from the
effects of anti-inflation monetary
measures. We did point out, however,
that the • intrinsic strength of the
economy would forestall a deep,
prolonged business dislocation.
Instead, we looked for "real" gross
national product to show only enough
softening in the second and third
quarters of the year to constitute a
recession. Visualized was a mild and
brief setback, mcire in the natUre of a
spell .of no growth, with the economy
again on the mend by the fourth quarter
of 1979.
The statistical evidence now shows
that there was enough resilience to
produce a sharp rebound in the third
quarter, negating the spring slump. So,
even though 1979's final quarter was
adversely impacted by the broader,
more aggressive anti-inflation program
instituted by the Federal Reserve, the
year as a whole did not suffer an
economic recession. This was an im-
pressive achievement in view of the




Developments of the past three
months have raised the odds that 1980
will experience the economic recession
which 1979 escaped. The Fed's credit-
tightening move took an increasing toll
on business as the final 1979 quarter
progressed. When the results for that
period are made public, "real" gross
national product (GNP ex inflation )
will probably show some loss. Since we
now expect this business barometer to
move off further in the initial quarter of
1980, the required two consecutive
quarters of lower "real" GNP readings





The stafrof Babson's Reports looks,
in fact, for the downward slide of
"real" gross national product to extend
through the second quarter of 1980. The
recession, therefore, will very likely
last a bit longer than we had previously
anticipated. Also, the depth of the
down-trend is currently expected to
approximate 4 percent from the high of
the third quarter of 1979. The scope of
the recession we now foresee is not
unrealistic since we have experienced
only the early effects of the anti-
inflation program started last fall. In
addition, the fight has been made all the
more difficult by the further climb in
prices for petroleum products. And the
Implications of conditions in Iran and of
U.S.-Iran relations are anything but
reassuring for the petroleum picture, in
terms of both prices and supplies. This
does not augur well for the domestic
automobile industry which has been in
a beleaguered state for many months,
and the tightening of credit compounds
its troubles. Extremely high borrowing .-
costs and scarcer mortgage money are
hurting residential building. Therefore,
neither of these key industries will be of
much help in 1980.
Fortunately, there are no massive
imbalances to correct. Except for the
excessive supplies of high-gasoline-
consumption autos relative to retail
demand, there are no appreciable in-
ventory problems in the economy.
Hence, this time around, the period of
economic adjustment is not expected to
be avrtao‘kea.. s the last recession. The
first two 1960 quarters will see the
business tempo on the wane, with the
first three months likely to bear the
brunt of the losses. By the time summer
rolls around, the economy should
stabilize and perhaps edge a bit up-
ward. The final three 1980 months will
make additional headway, with vitality
somewhat more evident. But the upturn
in the second half of 1960 will not be as
power-packed as the rebound from the
last recession because inflation will be
difficult to defuse. While the economic
recession will not be unduly painful,
neither will the ertiuing recovery phase
by initially vigorous.
A Great Many Uncertainties
Make no mistake, there are problems
and uncertainties which are capable of
inflicting greater damage to the
economy than may now seem likely.
The uncertain economic climate itself
and the questions which are sure to
arise in the quadrennial national
elections, including those concerning
anti-American violence, must be
watched closely. Moreover, the course
of the battle against inflation must be
monitored, so it would be ill-advised to




There can be little doubt that inflation
has been one of the banes of 1979. While
there seems little early prospect of any
perceptible remission in the inflation
rate, the Efabson Staff is of the opinion
that some .headway can be made
against inflatit-wi in the year ahead. As
the winter progresses, recession-muted
demapd can help to damp its fires, and
bring additional slowing in the in-
flationary pace further on in 1980. The
task will not be easy and the problem
will likely Neve stubborn. From this
vantage point, we feel that inflation can
be wrung down to a rate of around 10
percent for the year as a whole. This
would still be a Nigher level than is good
for the economy, but the decline would
be welcomed.
Gross National Product
In current dollars, the nation's gross
national product ( dollar value of goods
and services produced ) will continue to
trend upward. But this will be mainly
due to the impact of inflation, and the
rate of increase will not be as great as
that of 1979. "Real" GNP i the constant-
dollars GNP — i.e., in terms of the 1972
dollar ) is now expected to fall about 2
percent for the year as a whole versus
the 1979 average. While the exigencies
of a political year will likely bring some
federal pump-priming moves by
spring, nevertheless, as indicated
earlier, we think "real" GNP will
decline sharply in the first 1980 quarter
and moderately in the following three
months. A flat-to-uptilt pattern is ex-
pected in the third quarter, with an
even better showing in the final
quarter. Any substantive recovery
signs prior to midyear seem unlikely
because of tight credit, still onerously
high levels of interest rates and in-
flation, and upward-moving fuel costs.
Industrial Production
We look for industrial production to
trend lower through mid-1980. Since a
good deal of the decline will be
recouped over the second half of the
year, we feel the annual rate of in-
dustrial activity will average only
about 1 percent klow the 1979 average.
Bear in mind that auto production and
related businesses have already been
working downward for the better part
of 1979, as has home building. But these
two sectors should lead the late-1980
recovery.
Business Inventories
One of the unusual aspects of the long
period of economic rise since the spring
of 1975 is the orderly manner in which
business inventories have been ex-
panded — mostly in step with the up-
trend in sales. Disproportionate in-
ventory positions were quickly brought
back into line by price-markdown sales
efforts. Thus, with the above-mentioned
exception of hard-to-move gasoline
guzzlers in the automobile field, there is
no glut of inventories to liquidate.
Despite the acceleration of inflation's
pace, most inventory positions have
been kept trim. This has been due to the
agonizing experience of the last
recession, the extremely costly rates of
borrowed capital over the past two
years, and the ability to monitor in-
ventory positions closely with the help
of computers. But while the economy is
not expected to be unduly disrupted by
inventory liquidations under duress on
a widespread basis, neither will in-
ventory accumulation be an important
factor in helping to lift business activity
in most of 1980.
Business Capital •
Expenditures
Business capital outlays for new
plant and equipment will rise about 10
percent irr current dollars owing to the-
effects of inflation, but — as in the case
— tlieFe will, be-a slight 
year-to-year slippage in constant
dollars. With the ease-off in industrial
activity taking the pressure from high-
level capacity utilization, incentive to
expand will not come until late 1980.
Labor Front To
Remain Active
1979 was a busy year on the labor
front, and it will be very active again in
1980. However, with most of the major
contract expirations coining around
midyear — i.e., in construction,
communications, steel, aluminum, and
metal containers — the early-year
recession and the rise in unemployment




One of the pivotal industries helping
to determine the course of 1980's
economic achievement will be the
housing field. After peaking out in 1978,
new housing starts slowed down in the
past year. The high degree of inflation-
hedge purchasing of both new and
existing homes proved to be a sub-
stantial bolstering factor for 1979's
economy. Nevertheless, high
borrowing costs and scarce mortgage
credit restrained new housing starts
compared with 1978's superlative ef-
fort. The tightness in mortgage credit
and the high rates for mortgage money
may not relent significantly before mid-
1980. Hence, we forecast a steep slide in
new housing starts in the first quarter
of the year, followed by a flat second
quarter. After midyear, loosening of
the mortgage credit situation and less
oppressively high mortgage money
rates will facilitate improvement in
home building; but even then new
housing starts will do well to better the
1)-4-million mark.
Compared to the housing field, heavy
construction has fared quite well in
1979, and we expect this relative
strength to repeat in 1900. Of help to this
sector will be government efforts to
bolster a troubled economy and provide




Corporate profits will dip ap-
proximately 10 percent below 1979
levels. The slow tempo of business will
deter price markups large enough W
offset cost increases. The profits pinch
will ease in the second half of 1980. And
with the less favorable profits picture,
we do not expect a wave of dividend
increases like that in 1979. However,
widespread reductions in disbur-
sements are not in the cards.
Wages and Prices
As indicated earlier, we believe the
business decline will have a tempering
effect upon the aggressiveness of labor
in 1980, and yet bargaining for new
labor pacts will produce many wage
hikes approximating the
Administration's non-inflationary
guideline. This is unavoidable, in view
of the drastic shrinkage of consumers'
buying power during the life of the
labor contracts about to expire.
The early-year softness in business
will tend to inhibit the immediate flow-
through of new wage increments in
their entirety. Indeed, we would not be
surprised to see occasional and spotty
price down-shadings. But fuel and
energy costs are still heading higher,
with an inevitable impact on tran-
sportation and distribution costs, and
on operating costs in general.
Therefore, there will be price' rises at
the wholesale and retail levels, though




-Because the recession we now foresee
should not run dangerously deep, 1980
should not experience massive layoffs.
Instead, we are confident that em-
ployment can hover in a peak range,
constituting a very important source
of support for consumer confidence.
We do not expect a frightening up-
surge in unemployment. Still, a rise in
the jobless rate is inevitable, as it will
, be difficult for the economy to absorb
all of the new entries and re-entries into
the labor force. For 1980, we expect
unemployment to average around
percent of the available civilian labor




A generally stable employment
picture, wage hikes, heavy transfer
payments, and interest and dividend
incomes will all figure as favorable
factors producing higher gross per-
sonal income in 1980. While the rise will
not match the rate of increase
established in 1979, our estimate is a
Jump of around) percent. However,
take-home pay (disposable personal
income ) will manage only to edge
forward.
The sustained peak level of personal
income we anticipate will translate into
better-maintained consumer spending
than seems possible at this time.
Though much of the year will be flat,
retail trade should end 1980 on a strong
note.
Agricultural Prospects
1979 has been a good year for most
farmers. Prices for farm products have
been strong enough to improve
financial positions, and this has been
another fine crop year. The high level of
piuthoi*.k
further in 1980. Shortages in Russia and
certain Eastern European countries,
plus lagging Canadian output, are
favorable to domestic farm exports,
with consequent benefits to income.
Domestic Political
Scene
The campaign for the Presidency will
cornmand a good deal of attention in
1980, but it should not materially alter
the course of business. The primaries
and the election may be brusing, and
events such as this nation has had to
endure recently could have an effect on
the final outcome at the polls. Charges,
counter-charges, and campaign
promises could influence business and
consumer sentiment. At the
congressional level, the battle for
control of both houses wW also be
tough. However, the Republican party
faces a hard uphill fight. It could make
notable headway, but 4fal1 short of
control.
Government Spending—Taxes_
Government spending wW continue.
upward in 1980, owing partly to in-
flation. Economic exigencies will spur
outlays at all levels of government to
fend off more serious dislocations.
Recession troubles will undoubtedly
bring pressure for tax-cut legislation.
Chances are favorable for tax relief,
but that probably will not take effect
until 1981. Enactment of a value-added
tax is not likely for 1960, and attempts
to pare Social Security levies are not
Likely to bear fruit before midyear.
Foreign Affairs
From time to time, business and
investment sentiment will be shaken by
unrest abroad. The recent appalling
anti-Arnerican sentiment in many parts
of the Moslem world may give other
nations cause to doubt U.S. assistance
capabilities. Overall, thistscenario, and
priorities related to next year's elec-
tion, do not promise well for worthwhile
progress on important matters such as
the Palestinian question and attempts
,to improve U.S.-Soviet relations. Brush
--- fires in one or more of the world's many
hot spots cannot,be ruled out, but direct
U.S. military involvement is not likely.
Money Supplies —
Interest Rates
The emphasis on anti-inflation credit
tightening will restrain growth of the
nation's money supply. However,
• DO NOT RETAIN FOOD ODORS




l• EASY TO CLEAN
III SMOOTH ROLLED RIMS
economic problems and election-year
considerations will very lately force
some easing of the throttle on
restrictive monetary policy around
mid-1980.
oppressively high interest rates are
already' showing signs of easing, at
least for short-term borrowing. Lower
longer-term interest rates, on the other
hand, ma Y not come much before the
year's midpoint. Overall, we look for
distinct betterment in the interest-rates
situation by late 1980, but only as
compared with recent peak levels.
Stock and Bond
Outlook
While the U.S. dollar will probably be
subjected to buffeting from time to time
in the year ahead, the reining in of
galloping inflation and betterment in
the interest-rates picture will be
beneficial to the bond market.
Therefore, investors who commence to
tie down near-peak interest rates at this
time could be well pleased by 1980's
end. The strengthening of bond port-
folios should initially emphasize issues
with near or intermediate maturities
before going further out on the maturity
scale. Bonds with generous yields are in
profusion, to the benefit of fixed-income
investors. These include taxable issues
and tax-exempts, medium- and con-
servative-grade bonds, short- and long-
term maturities, and high-coupon and
discount bonds.
1979 proved to be another year of
frustration for most investors, with the
stock market showing little progress.
Although some stock groups and
merger-bait issues did well at various
times, the rest of the market was
victimized by the unnerving effects of
foreign political upheavals, waves of
anti-American demonstrations, and the
unyielding grip of inflation and high
interest rates. But what was not ac-
complished in 1979 will benefit in-
vestors in 1980 — or at least those with
the courage, patience, and foresight to
go bargain hunting when attractive
values abound. Babson's Reports feels
the stock market held its own under a
number of ordinarily panic-producing
circumstances during much of this past
year, and that the year ahead can bring
a shift toward more optimism, and
longer-term investment planning.





STAINLESS STEEL MIXING BOWLS
Now s your chance to own a collection
of famous EKCOETERNA Stainless
Steel Mixing Bowls at a never before
extraordinary tow price Every piece
combines outstanding craftsmanship
design and durability Gleaming, dish-
washer safe stainless steel cleans
beautifully with lust soap and water,
and it won t tarnish or pit — evert
Only










EKCOETERNA offers a full line of mixing bowls — 8 size; for a variety of purposes And, offered for the first
time ever, large 8 and 13 quart sizes Buy one — or buy them all' Imagine' You can put together a complete set
by buying one or more mixing bowls every week EKCOETERNA s wide range of sizes have a multitude of uses
— from mixing, to storing, to serving — and they are beautiful enough to decorate your dining tablet
AN OUTSTANDING VALUE! OUTSTANDING QUALITY!
COLLECT ALL 8 MIXING ilOWLS
1 QUART only 79c  } 4 QUART only *3.99
1= 1-1/2 QUART only *1.49 6 QUART only *4.99
K7:7 2 QUART only *1.99   8 QUART only *6.99
Never before offered
—r
3 QUART only *2.99 '13 QUART ° - .0Wy w8.99
Never before offered
E1XTRA VALUE 4 QUART COLANDER only '4.99_
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k-EA
Calories used at rest
Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR LAMB I lost
15 to 20 pounds srmply by.
pushihg myself away. from the
table I cut out breakfast and
had an occasional salad for
lunch and a small dinner con-
sisting of solid yogurt or cot-
tage cheese. Of course, I did
this at school while I was
away from home and I had
good results
Since I've been home I've
started to gain weight I still
have one meal with low-calo-
,fie Trans Itit the clay: - 1lp;
dinners have been changed
- and include.ohicken salad in
larger quantities I'm fairly
active and run three to five
miles every day which should
burn up those nasty calories
I'm discouraged and unhappy
whenever the scales point
upwards What can I do to
avoid this" Could it be the
result of a metabolism prob
lent'
DEAR READER It's
unlikely that its a metabo-
lism problem other than get-
ting more calories than your
body is using. which is pretty
normal metabolism You've
already proved that you can
lose weight if you restrict
your calories.
I'm not sure that 1 like the
kind of diet that you've
described for yourself and for
that masa* Cm- sending you
The Health Letter number 4-
7. Weight Losing Diet. It will
provide a. balanced diet
,approach that you can use as
a basis to control your weight.
Other readers who want this
issue can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped. self-addressed
envelope for it Send your
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IM 50 MAP I'm 60t4t4A
SINK Marl INTO MY
BEAN BA6,ANc• I'M
GONNA SULK AU. PAY!
COMING UP
newspaper. P.0 Box 1551.
Radio City Station, New York,
NY 10019.
You're very wise to main-
tain a good exercise program
as it is very helpful in aiding
people to lose unwanted fat or
to keep from getting fat.
A lot of people who are
moderately overweight think
they have a metabolic prob-
lem This is so prevalent that
I've come around to advising
patients and doctors to have
an oldlfashioned basal metab-
olism (B MR.) test done. This
is not to find' out whether you
have a normal thyroid or not,
you can find that out with a
simple blood test, but rather
to establish how many calo-
ries a person's body needs on
a daily basis.
All that needs to be done is
to take the old B.M.R. test and
find out how much oxygen
your body uses at rest for an
hour. If the amount of ,oxygen
used is multiplied by 4.825,
that will tell you how many
calories your own body uses
every hour at rest. This can
then be multiplied by 24 to
find out how many calories
your body should use in a
all 
if you rested in bed
Clearly, the diet will not
need to be restricted below
that number of calories for a
person to lose weight. Any
physical activity over and
above the resting require-
ments will result in using
body_ fat stores. This will
eliminate all these arguments
about whether a person has
small bones, small muscles,
large bones or is a metabolic
freak who is so unusual that
he will gain weight on 200
calories a day. Why not be
objective about it and have
such a simple test done?
How many calories your
body uses at rest is !elated to
how much of your body is fat
and how much is muscle and
other tissue. Fat tissue doesn't
use many calories.
If you have trouble explain-
ing this to your doctor, take
my column along with you
when you tell him why you
want a basal metabolism test
done.
NOT ON FRIDAY
Ships are not launched on a
Friday if it can be avoided
because some seamen refuse
to work on them. For this
reason, most vessels carry a
metal plate telling when and
where the launching took
place.




THIS MAN WILL COME








NEW GRADUATE AND 2nd Lt, Robert J. (Jody) McCoart 11, son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
McCoart, 1510 Story, Murray, received a B.S. degree in business administration and his
commission as a second lieutenant in the U.S. Army, through the Reserve Officers' Training
Corps (ROTC) program, in ceremonies held recently at Murray State University. His
parents are shown extending congratulations and pinning on the second lieutenant bars.
Upon completion of the Infantry Branch Officer Basic Course training at Fort Henning, Ga.,
2nd U. McCoart will be assigned to the 2nd Infantry Division at Yongsan, Korea.
About 200 Truck
Workers Laid Off
WINCHESTER, Ky. i -
About 200 workers at Rockwell
International's truck axle
plant have been laid off
because of a slowdown in the
auto industry 'The' plant
normally employs about 1,500
people.
"We've been affected by the
downturn in the automotive
,industry even though we feel
the effects slower than other
firms in the business," said
Gary Collins, plant personnel
tanager.
LARGEST DIAMOND
The largest and most
vatuable -diamond ever found
is the Cullinan I, mined in
South Africa in 1902. In the
rough it weighed 3,106 carats
or about one and one-third
pounds before being cut into
nine large stones and 96
smaller ones.
Ex-Owensboro Police Detective
Loses Appeal In Murder Charges
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
Fornier Owensboro police
detective James C. Stallings,
found guilty of the 1975
murders Of his wife and three
children, has lost his appeal to
the Kentucky Supreme Court.
The court Tuesday upheld
his conviction on two counts of
murder. He was convicted
Dec, 15, 1978, in Jefferson
circuit Court after the third
trial in the case.
Stallings was accused of
shooting his wife, Cathryn,
five times with a .38-caliber
revolver, and setting a fire
that killed his two sons,
Michael, 21, and Phillip, 20,
and his daughter, Kathryn, 16.
Jefferson Circuit Judge
Charles M. Leibson sentenced
Your individual  
Horoscope
 Frances Drake 
FOR THURSDAY, JANUARY
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
(Mar, 21 to Apr. 19) 174
A highly active time
careerwise. Make major
decisions on what you want to
accomplish_ now and in the
coming weeks.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Children and dependents
should add to your happiness
now. Travel includes the
possibility of romance and
most certainly good times.
JANUARY- r6








(May 21 to June 20) 11119
Security is yours for the
asking now. Consult with loan




'June 21 to July 22) 49(2)
A time for resolving serious
issues among couples. Singles,




(July 23 to Aug. 22) Ja'RQ
Go ahead with that idea
you've been thinking of. No




Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 11P, ult
Now sand in the coming
weeks arrange your schedule




(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)"
'
Review you domesfic
situation. Take steps now to
implement plans. Children
unruly in the p.m. or may
interfere with privacy.
10
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) nVeV
You're articulate and can
convince others. Formulate
ideas and get to _work_ on
creative projects. Get in touch
with old friends.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 211 'Or
You'll come to a decision re
a major purchase. Consolidate




(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) W
A new-found confidence aids
you in all your dealings. Talks
with friends are favored.
Encouragement from others
brings out your best.
AQUARIUS:
bed who fired several shots at
his wife. He said he rolled off
the bed, got his gun and
returned the fire, chasing the
loan out of the bedroom.
Stallings said he then saw
that the house was on fire,
returned to carry his wife
outside, and also managed to
get his youngest daughter out.
He said he could not get up the
burning stairs to the other
three children.
However, a ballistics expert
testified that a revolver found
in the locked trunk of
Stallings' car was used to kill
his wife, and .an Owensboro
policenian said he sold the un
to Stallings.
Also during the trial;
-Two neighbor women
testified that they saw
Stallings put something in his
trunk the night of the fire
while his daughter went next
door.
-A chemist from the state
crime laboratory said the fire
was - probably set with
gasoline, and there was
testimony that Stallings
Abought gasoline in a can a few
days before the incident.
-The ballistics expert said
bullets found in the bedroom
closet door could not "have
been fired from the position on
the floor where Stallings said
he fired at the intruder.
-A medical pathologist said
the bullets that killed Mrs.
Stallings could not have been
fired by a man standing at the
foot of the bed because of the




the Jefferson County .trial,
testified at an earlier trial that
Stallings told him a few weeks
before the deaths that he
might have to get rid of his
family some day.
Defense attorney James
Early of Lexington argued
that the acts were committed
by someone with a grudge
against Stallings or his wife,
who had been an informer in
drug cases before their
irlarriage.
Early also told the jury
Stallings' wife and son
-Michael were
drug dealers, though Leibson
would not allow him to present
evidence to that effect. Early
included testimony con-
cerning acts of vandalism to
the Stallings house in the
weeks preceding the slayings.
(Jan. 20 to Feb.,18 Authority For MedicaidGet to know yourself better.
Find a quiet spot Where you
can meditate and read.
Introspection leads to 
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) -valuable insights.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 201
Stallings to two consecutive
20-year prison terms. He is
imprisoned at Blackburn
Correctional Institution near
Lexington, where he was
transferred from the Ken-
tucky State Penitentiary.
The Supreme Court rejected
arguments that evidence was
taken from the Stallings house
as a result of an unlawful
search, that it was an error to
make Stallings present his
case at an eyening court
session, and that the jury was
improperly selected.
"The firemen and police
officers had a right to search
-the premises in order to
determine the cause of the fire
and four homicides. The in-
vestigation conducted was not
_extended for an .unreasonable
length of time," the Supreme
Court said.
The ruling also said, "It is
not an error to conduct
evening court sessions in this
commonwealth."
And it said Stallings'
counsel did, not object suf-
ficiently during the trial to the
jury selection method
"thereby not properly
preserving it" as a ground for
appeal. "We do not find this
procedural defect to be
grounds for dismissal," the
ruling said.
In Stallings' first trial, in
1976, a Madisonville jury
found him guilty of murdering
his wife and, recommended a
life sentence, but could not
reach a verdict in the deaths
.of his children.





a iesS County Corn-
itionwealth's attorney James
E. %Daniels said later that
evidence -about the death of
Stallings' first wife was
allowed , in the Madisonville
trial - evidence that Stallings
accidentally -shot and killed
her, and apparently was
seet!Ljais second wife at the
time.
A second trial was held in
Hopkinsville in June 1978, but
the jury was unable to reach a
verdict after deliberating
more thalrf++,atirs..
McDaniels called more than
35 witnesses in the Jefferson
County trial.
Stallings testified that he
was awakened shortly before 4
a.m. Aug. 12, 1975, by an-
unknown man at the foot of his
X Q'
-•1*-- YOU BORN TODAY have
executive ability and can
succeed in government and as
head of your own business.
You are esp cut out for
banking and investment
counseling, though personally
at times you're inclined to
exaggerate thrift. Your
greatest success cpmes when
you expand your horizons and
become involved in the larger
issues that affect mankind..
With .a sense of universal
Princ_koles, you'll meet with
success in literature,
education, theater, politics,
and public service. Birthdate
of: • Anton Chekhov,
playwright; James Earl
Jones, actor; and Behjamin
Frankin, American
statesman.
Authority for the state's
proposed Medicaid fraud
The accent is on your social control unit will be tran-
life. Get in touch with those sferred from the state
you haven't seen in awhile. Department for Human
Group activity and corn- Resources to the Attorney
munity involvement accented. General's office, if the U.S.
Department for Health and
Welfare approves.
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. has
withdrawn a 'request by the
previous administration that
the Human Resources
Department be certified to
operate the
-An agency should not be
charged with investigating its




general's office is a more
- bpprOpyiatt,- MIN for these
iiwestigative activities (and)
will allow DHR to continue its
emphasis on providing ser-
vices."
Attorney General Steven
Besheir said placing the unit
in his office would "ensure an
Unit To Be Transferred
independent and aggressive
effort aimed at eliminating
costly fraud In the Medicaid
area."
Beshea r has proposed
bringing together 16 to 18 staff




plicatym asks for ap-
proxiniately $360,000 in
federal funds, to be inatthed
by $40.000 in state funds, to




. PIKEVILLE, Ky. (API -
Roger Gayheart, .27, of
Shelbiana in Pike 'County has
- on a murder
charge in the slaying, of
Randell Lynn Tackett, ac-
cording to state police reports.
Tackett, 22, also of
Shelbiana, was shot once in
the head Saturday with . a







store on 2.30. An-









In order for your ad to appear.
the date you specify•you
must adhere to the following.
deadlines. An ad mustbe eau-.
ed or brought in by 12 noon,
he day before in order to ap-
pear in the next days paper,,
with-the exception of ads to'
start in Monday's paper, they,
must be called or brought
10 AA1 on Saturday.
To have an ad canceler
before publication you
to contact us by Alt
that morning in order for it not,





Ideal for storing house full of
furniture, Cots, ontiquit,
business overflows, etc.




Listed here is a ready
reference that will quickly
help you locate the




3. Cord of Thanks
4. In Memory






13. For Sale or Trade
14. Want to Buy
15. Articles For Sale











27. Mobil* Horne Sales
28. Mob. Home Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Wont To Rent
32. Apts. For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34.4touses For Rent
35, Farms For Rent








44. Lots FO/ Sale
45. Farms For Sale






52. Soots and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade
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F4i* •• hand oil for old §
V portraits
CARTER STUDIO
() 304 Main 753-121111
-GNP
Free Store. 759-4600
John 14 15 'At ye love me
keep my commandnients
John 19 'Whosoever Iran
sgresseth. and abideth not in
the doctrine of Christ hath not
God. He that abideth in the
doctrine of Christ he hath the
--father and the Son Sabbath
worship service. Saturday's 11
AM ano 6 PM Bible study 6 til
8 evenings Study by phone
anytime Free Store for the
needy All donations ap-
officiated Anyone having need
n Would like Bible information
'o• study call Elible•Facts or Free
Ste '740O.
What we do best is care
Needline 753-6333
5. Lost and Found
Found in 'Kingswood Subdivi-
sion snap on hood for coat
Phone 753-7952 between 5
and 8 pm -
Lost Small Beagle in area of
Ledbetter Church, wearing III.
collar with M -Clements. If
found call John Clements. 153-
1996 $25 reward'
Lost Black back white feet
male Beagle lost in vicinity of
South" lerth Reward' 753--
1530
Reward offerea for return of'
white Persian cat with black
ears and tart- lost in Panorama
Shores area on January 2nd.
Contact Peggy Hunter. Rt 5.
Box 1065 or phone 436-2207
Reward! Lost, or stolen Male.
Boxer dog from vicinity of Glen-
dale Road and West Dogwood
Drive. Disappeared Friday
about midnight, Children's pet.
Fawn Of tan with alot of white
areuntl heck face. and feet
VVeariog 3 collars. red leather.
black- nylon, and flea. Call Hib-
bard 753-5598.
6. Help Wanted
Babysitter needed in my home
8 am to 1 pm. five days a week
Must have references. Call 759-
1816 after 4 pm.












Department of Navy has open-
ings for 17-25 year old Qn the
-lob and classroom training pro-
vided with over1-104 per week
Vocational technical and
mechanical lobs available We
provide room board medical
Call Navy i5021 753-6439 or
call toll free 1-800-841-8000
-Wart-aala foLlot.ilellendable
person with -medical
backgfound to do exams for in-
surance companies in area
Prefer RN LPN or Ex-Military
Medic Call.502-737-2298
RN OR LPN. Ideal part time lob
for Murray resident not working
full time No patient care flex-
ible hours, excellent pay. (9011
414-2926 or write Mrs. Couch
516 Lambuth. Jackson. TN
38301
Texas Oil Company needs
dependable person who can
work Without supervision in
Murray, KY. Contact customers.
Age unimportant, but maturity
is. We train. Write 0 E. Dick.
President, Southwestern
Petroleum, Ft. Worth, TX
Wanted immediately. RN or
LPN for 11 to 7 shift, excellent
salary with shift differentials.
Insure plan with PCS. drug
card, vacations and holidays
Care Inn, 4th & Indiana.
Mayfield. 247-0200. 
1-0713iii. Opportunity 
Service Station and Grocery
Store in Coldwater for site
• 550.000 or will trade Any
*reasonable offer will be con-
sidered ,753-8498
ataidurP6 CLASSIFIED
16. Home Furnishings 
For sale Red carpet 917 eu.
cellent condition Also baby's
crib and mattress 2 years old
Call 753-8643
For sale Contemporary, free
standing- fireplace. Burnt
orange Call 753-8255
Hide-a-bed couch, chest of
drawers various end tables,
__10IMAI Victorian couch, one set
Cif twin beds. Cali 753-7370.
Y.6ung. aggressive. degreect ac-
countant for immediate posi-
tion as Internal Auditor and -
Budget Analyst. Salary range
$12.008. to $15.000 Contact:
Treasurer. Plumley Rubber Co..
Paris, TN 38242. (901) 642-
5582 
13. For Sale or Trade
For sale or trade 1979 Jeep
Wagoneer. Call 436-2427 
14. Want To Buy 
Want to buy iunk cars Call
474-8838 after 5 pm
Wanted to buy Used mobile
homes 10. 12' and 14 wide
Call 527-8322 
15. Articles For Sale '
Hearing aides $50 each 25
inch color t v $100 Call 753-
9206
mm Magnum Remington.
like new $185. Two chairs:
green swivel rocker. rust color.
wing back early American. Call
435-4286
Racking horse 7 years old
with English saddle and bindle
tUW-11Vrata--writir 
Evinrude motor. Call 753-8567
after 5 pm
Wedding dress size 3 .to 7
Queen Ann Call 159-4981
NOTICE
THE CITY OF MURRAY IS OFFERING FOR
SALE THE FOLLOWING EQUIP-MENT;
iii 1966 CHEVROLET PICKUP TRUCK
Ii 1970 DODGE DUMP TRUCK CHASSIS
r ii FORD TRACTOR HAY MOWER
r 2 i FLAT BEDS FOR DUMP TRUCKS
EQUIPMENT MAY BE INSPECTED AT THE
SANITATION DEPARTMENT, HIGHWAY 641
NORTH. SEALED BIDS WILL BE ACCEPTED
UNTIL 5:00 P.M., JANUARY 23, 1980, and SHOULD
BE FORWARDED TO THE CITY CLERK'S OF-
.FICE, CITY 'HALL BUILDING. BIDS SHOULD BE
, MARKED ON THE OUTSIDE OF THE EN-
VELOPE SEALED BID  AND STATE THE ITEM
WHICH IS BEING BID ON. THE CITY OF
MURRAY RESERVES THE RIGHT TO REJECT
ANY AND ALL BIDS._
Nortake Affection China place
setting and accessories Call








For factory authorised parts.
sales, and service call 19011
6.12-7619 Located at 102 W.
Washington St . Court Square.
Parts, Th.
19. Farm Equipment
For sale John Deere 19.11-
double fold disc, $6250. John
Deere 13 chisel plow, $1850.
John Deere cultimulcher, 15'.
$3000. John • Deere 6-16''
plows. semi-mounted, $3250,
John. Deere six raw cupvator, R.C.A. 19 inch color portable
$1850 Call after 5 pm. '489- like new, 5100 753-2385
2141
Not too bad. How's things doing up in the
credit department?"
24. Miscellaneous
Set of high quality mechanic's
tools 753-6837
Wood for sale $20 a rick if you
pickup $25' delivered- Call
753-8167 
25. Business Services
Murray Maid Service cleans
your home any afternoon Call
753-5137 after 2 pm 
26. TV-Radio
25 inch RCA color t
automatic. $250 In good con-
dition Phone 753-6531
FENCE MATERIALS
('ham link fence, 3 to
12 ft. tall, Cedar
privacy fence, split
rail, barbwire, wood,
and steel post, gates,
Dog kennels. ALso.pipe
and tubing for struc-
tural use.




Hwy. 60 W Paducah, Ky
i
Wanted responsible party to
take up small monthly payment
on 25- color t.v. Warranted.
Clayton's - I & B Music, 753-
7575 
27. Mobile Home Sales
For sale 12x50 mobile home
located at Fox Meadows Cen-
tral air, gas heat. two
bedrooms washer and dryer.
carpeted Underpinning and
large storage shed included
Landscaped Call after 5 pm,
753-8847
For sale Two bedroom mobile
For sale. Tobacco racks Wood. home. 12x34 furniture. lo-
on rollers. Many uses. See at cludes kitchen appliances only.
Murray Warehousing Corp.. or Call 489-2387
call 753-8220-8275. Roger
Cooper 1978, 14x64 Two bedroom
. trailer furnished with washer
966 International tractor, plow, and dryer central air under
disc, chisel plow, cultivator pinning and concrete steps,
and 4 row drill. Call 382-2327 $12.000. Call 474-8822
M-Farmall witti2 row New Idea 12x60 Two bedroom. one full
corn picker. both in excellent bath. Everything goes. Phone
condition 753-9507  753-2607. 
165 Massey Ferguson diesel. 28. Mob. Home Rents
1400 hours excellent condi-
tion 753-9507 12x60 trailer natural gas. very
clean No pets. Call 489-211820. Sports Equipment
Ladies Schwinn 10-speed con-
tinental bicycle. Call 759-4981
after 4 pm
Two bedroom central heat
natural gas new furniture and
carpet Walking distance of
University*Call 753 5209
- Used commercial whirlpool Two bedroom 1_44ta,i_2x60. in,. large_
weight plates - Olympic weight
bar 753-0129 









The Housing Authority of Murray. KY is accepting applications for Ho
position of brecutive Director Responubilitres include directing Housing
Aurhorrty employees in operation of a 192-unit Housing Authordy
Individual must have management and budgetary capabilities and be
able to work with people Person selected must he able to pass Public
Housmg Manager (PHM) certification evamination
Job will nude knowledge of HUD reQ1116510115. 65 Irbil as OtlIff typical
Wail and sloe laws Warning to, or affective public Hoeing
Avithorrtt Individual will be under the direction ol a 5-member Hooke.
Authority Board.
Applications and a general gib description may be obtained at the
Housing Authority Office at 716 Nash Drive The Housing Authority Board
will a«ept applications until 4.00 p m February 1. 1980 Applications
'mired or post lurked later than this date will not be considered
Salary comiertiarate with gotalifkitions and eiperience An easel op.
-V gaminir.
Drive a little and save alot' Us-
-ed organ, used Spinet and
upright pianos Rent a new
piano from Leach's Music &
TV. downtown Paris since
1926.
Three bedroom, 12x65. mobile
home Gas heat. 1 17 bath
Water. trash pickup. t v. fur-
nished. . Deposit required
Available on or before February
1st. Call 435-4349.
Trailer lot for rent Call 759
Inventory sale: Baldwin pianos 1799
and Baldwin organs. Also have
used 9 ft. concert Grand piano,
used Spinet, console. Baby
Grand and upright pianos. Us-
ed organs. Lonardo Piano Co.,
across Post Office, Paris, TN.
So long Santa, But why, did
you leave r us „so many pianos
and, organs'? Must sell at our
cost some for only $20 a mon-
th Also used pianos and
organs Hurry back Santa. but
please don t make us play San-
ta next January. Clayton's - I &
B Music, Dixieland Center
-Murray. 753=7575.. 
23. Exterminating 
Two bedroom mobile home for
rent One bedroom mobile
home $125 per month $100
deposit Call 474-8805 after 5
pm.
Two bedroom trailer. private
- lot, water furnished, couples or
boys Referenced people only.
753-4726. 
32. Apts. For Rent 
Furnished apartment near








4x8 sign • all aluminum
changable letters Call 753
6068
Firewood. inch., 24 inch,
Oak and Hickory 525 00 rick
Fancy natural honey $4.50 ot
Call 489-2327
Firewood for sale $17 50 a
rick. $22.50 delivered Delivery
within 2 days. Call 153-8127
1104ier slant: three tiered.
21/2x31/2 black wrought
iron one year old, excellent
condition Call 759-4651
Firewood seasoned any
length delivered $25 per rick
Boyer Tree Service, 753-8536






.2, 3 or 4 girls.
Phone 753-5865 or
753-5108.
Two bedroom apartment mar-
ried couple only. stove and
refrigerator furnished,
carpeted, central gas and air.
Deposit and references re-
quired No pets $200 per mon.-
th 753-2835
32. Apts. For Rent 
New 2 bedroom apartment
fireplace many evkas $265
Call 753-1779
Nice furnished_ one bedroom
apartment, Satre on4y Inquire
100 S 13th 
33. Rooms for Rent
One room efficiency apart-
ment $90 Located corner of
16th and Olive by University.







Rooms'for rent, one block from
University 753-1812 or 759-
4909.
Room for rent, one block from
University, all utiiities includ-
ed, $70 per montn Call 753-
0430 or 753-8131
Sleeping room for two college
girls 5 miles out of town 753-
3594 
34. Houses Forlift
For rent Three bedroom house
in country Call 492-8225
Newly decorated 3 bedroom
house full carpet 4 miles west
of Murray. Southwest School
district 5210 per month
deposit and rcerences re-
quired 'Call 753-4406 or 435-
4119
Three bedroom. Pi bath, den.
utility for washer and dryer
Newly decorated References
and security deposit required
$250 per month Located 5 or
6 miles out of Murray 328-
8255 or 382-1131 •
Three bedroom house near
Kentucky Lake Completely-fur-
nished. washei and dryer in-
cluded Deposit required Call
after 5 pm 75,3-8964
-tint niS"Feti
Central gas Seat Ideal for large
family or . seieral individuals
753-5791







for sale Two registered Black
Angus bulls one year old
Phone 437-4365
Timothy and Fescue hay Call
759-1330
31.-Pits•Supplies 
Attack dogs for sale Dober-
mans and Rottweilers Training
for your dog Wildfire Kennels,
Paducah KY 554-5976
AKC Gearnan Shepherd pup-
pies AlsN guard dogs 554-
2153





IICIelf I 771fill,'1, "
1ppr,
.602 1.1116 E.,x-r!)
Acres of happiness' Three love-
ly wooded acres are included
with this charming 3 bedroom
2 bath cedar sided home with
living room and den central
electric heat and air A
decorator's dream Call Spann
Realty Associates g53-7724
Doctor or nurse worried about
getting to work this winter
when the ice and snow comes'
Need a phone in your car 7 Have
a pet but no place to put it'
Like a large work room away
from it all for those rare spare
moments' We have a solution
for you For the complete pic
ture call 753-1492 Offered
by Century 21 Loretta lobs
Realtors
S$Dollar for Dollarn One of
the best home values we have
had to offer' you in many a day
Brick ranch style home, 3 nice
size bedrooms with walk in
closets large living room, fully
equipped kitchen family room
Bring your check book you- II









Practically new nome on dou-
ble _lot has 3 bedrooms, 2
baths with central heat an,d
air Immediate possession
owner most mkt Asking




36 x 187 building on SO
x 200 lot. Now rented
Jr,ROA- pergonth
and has more rental
space available'. Buy
this and, get a good






veneer house on 1/2











This makes house sense' For
the active family who wants a
really funclional home, here's
your opportunity 3 bedrooms
2 baths, fully equipped kit-
chen A g-ba--131ace-TO false a
family Call 7 5 3
1492 Offered by Century 21
. Loretta lobs Realtors
•
43. Real Estate
Different stroxes for different
folks _Modern tn-level . 4
bedroom 1 bath home with
central heat and air family
room, eat-in kitchen. large
0114 room situated on I 1.1
acre lot m-i Priced in the
$40' s: .Poone 7 5 3 -




NEW OFFICE HOURS: Closed A I I Day Wed.
Morkia-Froliis 7 30-Noon Saturda 7:30 til 5:00
Price of
HAIRCUT $1.25 PRICE SHAVE 75'
747 7 11 16I1 swede, 6. 6,61.6P, 66,66 66666 Se”...
NEW LOCATION








, • Profesnional Services
W ith The Friendly; Touch"
NEED MORE ROOM?
Then this is it, lovely 4
Br. and study,
situated on tree-
studded lot. This char-
ming home has large
living-dining area,
country kitchen, large
rec. room, 2 baths,





commercial lot on 641
N. in city with city
water. 172 ft frontage,
over one acre in size.
Good investment. Call










eaves, and new roof.
You can really be an
energy fighter
because the central
gas heat has a new
wood furnace as an





Don't dream a home,
buy one! This lovely
home has 3 large
bedrooms with walk-in
closets, 2 baths, large
sunny kitchen with
pantry, neutral car-._




extras: Attic could be
finished out for 3-4 ad-
ditional rooms.
Located in one of
Murray's best sub-
divisions. Owner
moving out of state.
Phone Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222 for all
details on this fine new
listing.
49-1Used tars
1916 Honda Civic CVCC Hat-
chback,very clean' radio, no
air, automatic transmission
35-40 miles gallon $1895
753-4174
1974 Mustang 11 hatchback
Will take best offer Call 759-
4508
1966 Mustang. very good con-
dition 1531361 
▪ - TM -Meats Carlo, .-ruc.e_ C•All
153-8149
46. Homes For Sale
Five-bearoom, two story brick
house central gas heat Call
753-5791 9 AM til 430 PM
House for sale by owner 106 S
f 3th St Call 153-0305
Older three bedroom home,
1'1 acre lot, 183' frontage dn
641 S Kitchen and living room
remodeled_ New carpet new
bath -Small barn chicken
house. smoke house, good well
and 2 gardens. Under $13,000.
Will consider 10 per cent con,
tract or rent with option Call
498-8913 after 5 pm
48. Auto. Services
Four white spoke wheels will












1971 T-Bir.d. $3100 Call after
6 pm.  753-3566  _
1976 Vega GI stationwagon.
36,000 actual miles Call 753-
7853
1972 Volkswagen Super Beetle
new tires completely rebuilt
motor. body excellent 153-
9507 
50. Used Trucks
1977 Chevy 44 V8 tuft, air
power steering and brakes,
automatic transmission.
wheels $5250 Call 159-1148
after 5 pm
1967- Chevrolet half ton
Ptckup, $500 Call 767-6409
1915 Chevrolet four wheel
drive Can be seen at 805
Poplar, Murray














on side of bed. Ex-
cellent truck in every
way. 16 MPG, call
James Hamilton, 753-
9400 after 5 p.m..
1976 Datsun pickup 4-speed
with camper shell Call 759-
1561 from 8 AM to.5 PM -
For sate 19/9 C1-5 Renegade.
Call 753-3938
1974 Ford Ranger XLT pickup.
excellent condition $2500
Call 474-8822
1978 F-100 pickup. 382-2327.
1973 InteanatiOnal ,Travelall
truck. model 1010, 8 cylinder,
automatic transmission, air
conditioned, radio. heater,
• Power clean Anxious to sell.
I $1195. 753-8050 or 153-
j6500.r, 
le 33. Services Offered Tree trimming and removing.
tv441krxits4tonet4_11so light hauling .753-5476 
ing and mai ntenance Will do plumbing and heating
z.v References Guaranteed work repairs. and remodeling-around






your needs old or new quality
work Call 753-0565
Carpet cleaning, at reasonable
rates Prompt and efficient set




Vibra Vac steam_ or dry clean
ing Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning
--143-5821





Guttering by Sears. Sears con-
tinous gutterS- installed per
your specifications Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates
Have your carpet cleaned by
Joe Smith Carpet Center, the
people who know carpets Call
153-6660 for free estimates
Raving 'trouble getting thtngs
done around the home Plumb-
ing, carpentry. rooting) Call
153-8953
Herndon s Welding Route 6
Box 154 153 9507
Insulation blown in by Sears.
save on these high heating and
Aoling bills Call Sears. 753-
2310. for free estimates
icensed electrician Prompt
fficent service Reasonable
'ales Call Ernest White 753-
:3605
icinsed Electrician and gas in-
tallation heating installation
and repairs Call 753-7203
Mobile home anch.ors and
underpinning aluminum or
fiberglass Also patio awnings
and .carpcirts, single or double
Jack Glover. 753-1873 after 6
Pm
Mark Smith masonary contrac
tor fireplaces flus
chimney repairs Call 489-
2231
Painting Paperhanging COM-
- rnercial or residential. Free
estimates 159198/
snow removal from driveways
parking lots etc Also tractor
work breaking disking
bushhogging blade work Call
753/400 from 8 tit 5 after 5
pm 753 2632
Sewing machine repair at
home all makes and models
Small repair, oiling, cleaning,
re-adjusting Service call in-
cluded. $20 Wulff Sewing
Machine Repair, Murray Call
436-5560
1975 AMC Hornet Hatchback, 6
cylinder. automatic power and
air, five new tires, good gas
mileage $2200 Also two 12''
wagon wheels-tires, to fit five..
bolt VW And an AM-FM CB
stereo Make offer 753-8240
1916 Buick Regal all extras
excellent condition, low
mileage Call 753-8666
1973 Caps 2000 56 000
miles new tires good mileage
Call 153-9677
1979 Corvette white Jenson
sound system Low mileage
Call after 5 pm  753-9422 
1968 Camaro, loaded with ex-
tras real  sharp Call 15,91118 
1978 Chevrolet Malibu. 6
cylinder automatic air condi-
tioned maroon with maroon in
tenor Call 159-1868
l973 Camaro, green with black
•stripes. 350 automatic, new
Goodyear GT radials, brakes
and shocks, New Craig stereo,
etc. .best offer. 753-1567. '
1976 Datsun F-10, Hatchback
33.000 miles. excellent condi-
tion, Michelin radial tires, 5
speed, over 30 mpg $3000
Call 453-1913.
1975 Firebird Trans Am. new
'tires, tilt, air conditioned, AM-
FM- stereo. 4-speed. Price
$2195. Phone 753-9710.
1970 Ford Torino 35,368 ac-
tual miles. power steering.
brakes, 302 motor, excellent
gas mileage. Extra good condi-
tion. Call 153-3196
For sale 1974 -El Camino.
sharpl 436-58,89
1913 " Grand Tenee.station-
wagon, best offer. Call 759-
1718
1966 GMC _pickup, three-
quarter ton, real worker, best
offer Phone 759-1718
1978 Grand Prix, loW mileage,
excellent condition Call 153-
r217
or 753-2501 after 5 pm. Wet,basement? We make wet
Are you needing an old house_ basements dry, work complete-
tore down will tear down for ly guarenteed Call or write
Morgan Construction Co.,
Route 2, Box 4094 Paducah,
KY 42001. or call day or night,
1.442-7026
the material Call 436-2516
Byers Brothers & Son-General
home remRdeling, framing,
aluminum siding. gutters, and
looting Call 1-395-4967 or 1-
362-4895 and Ag lime, also have- any type
of brown or white pea gravel
g
Concrete and block work. Block Also do backhoe work Call
arages, basements. driveways. Roger Hudson, 753-4545 or
walks patios, steps, free4516763 -
estimates 753-5416
Driveways white rocked and
graded free estimates Clifford
Garrison, /53-5419 after 4
Om
Fence Sales at Sears now Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates for your needs
Fence Sales at Sears now, Call
Sears 153-2310 for tree
estimates for your needs
Will haul driveway white rock
55. Feed And Seed
Hay for sale.' tall 753-7654
after 5 pm
Timothy hay and Fescue hay for
sale Call after 5 pm 753-
7781
56 Free
Part Wirehaired Terrier, about
8 weeks old. needs good home.
Call 753-0078 after 530 pm
Fall House Cleaning
Walls, windows, floors and carpets, gutters. Freeestimates. Insured and experienced. Call day ornight:
759-1176
WALLIS DRUG
•PRESCRIPTIONS •ERESH FRUIT DRINKS
•FlOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•HOLUSTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Free Delivery on Pne'ncrtpllont in ('ivy limits






Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also born style, of
fires, cottages, mobile home ad ons, and patios, or U
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 21
a 60. Bay the Wet for less.
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